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The social structure and the administrative organisation of

were very important for trade and commerce in the city and

Late Byzantine Thessaloniki is revealed through numerous
extant historical sources 344. Next to the local aristocracy and
high-ranking officials who possessed large landed estates in
the wider area, a strong middle class - partly comprised of
foreigners - mainly occupied in trade, commerce, artisanal activities and agriculture, emerges in these texts 345. Due to great
losses of their landed possessions around the middle of the

continued to be held up until the Ottoman occupation 352.
Several churches also organised festivals and trade fairs over
several days, presenting another important element of the
commercial life of the city 353.
The once politically and economically united Balkan area
was by now long fragmented, and by the middle of the fourteenth century the productive and commercial hinterland of

fourteenth century, much of the local aristocracy was forced
to engage in commercial activity 346. Workers, small artisans,
craftsmen and small-scale cultivators constituted the great
mass of the population 347. During the second half of the thirteenth century and into the early fourteenth century, Thessaloniki prospered, thanks largely to the export trade in textiles,

Thessaloniki had shrunk to the area circumscribed by the castles of Gynaikokastron, Siderokastron and Chrysoupolis built
in 1341 under Andronikos III 354. Ottoman aggression during
the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries cut off Thessaloniki from its hinterland, at least by land. Consequently,
the countryside was inadequately cultivated and commercial

agricultural products, like cereals, but also wax, leather and
timber from its hinterland to Italian cities, producing social
changes that benefited large sections of the population 348.
By 1423, when the city came under Venetian administration, Thessaloniki's population was around 40,000 inhabitants, which was approximately half the population of
Constantinople in the early Palaeologan period and almost

connections with the hinterland were disrupted. This economic decline was only interrupted during the first decade-

equal to the 50,000 inhabitants of Constantinople in 1453 349.
Merchants from Thessaloniki extended their commercial activities into the Peloponnese and Crete, Constantinople, western Asia Minor, the Black Sea region, as well as Dubrovnik
and Novo Brdo 350. It appears that partnerships and the exploitation of shops and workshops were usually short-term.
Profits were shared when the partnership was ended, new

in by sea. Apart from the few engaged in long-distance commerce and banking, the vast majority of the population was
affected negatively by the Ottoman attacks that ruined the

partners could also enter at a later time and each partner
could simultaneously participate in other partnerships351. Fairs

During the Late Byzantine period, the walls of Thessaloniki
retained their original size and shape, but underwent several

344 Necipoglu, The Aristocracy in Late Byzantine Thessalonike passim and esp.

Ottomans and the Latins 39-115. - Malamut, Cinquante ans ä Thessalonique
passim and esp. 280-289 on socioeconomic conditions. - On different types
of sellers in Thessaloniki, see Matschke, Commerce 800-801. - On the size
and the characteristics of the city and its population, see Bakirtzis, Urban
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147-151. - Eadem, Byzantium between the Ottomans and the Latins 39115, where political history and social and economic organisation of Thessaloniki during the late fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries is thoroughly
examined. - On Thessaloniki's history between 1280 and 1330, see Malamut,
Cinquante ans ä Thessalonique passim, and esp. 280-289 on socioeconomic
conditions. - For a thorough presentation of written sources on Palaeologan
Thessaloniki and an overview of the city's history, see Stavridou-Zaphraka,
Physiognömia 75-84.
Jacoby, Foreigners and the Urban Economy passim.
Oikonomides, Hommes d'affaires 120-122.
Necipoglu, The Aristocracy in Late Byzantine Thessalonike passim and esp.
147-151 on local officeholders, archontes and their involvement in trade and
crafts. - Also, Necipoglu, Byzantium between the Ottomans and the Latins
39-115.
On exports from Thessaloniki to Venice, Pisa and Florence of grains, cotton,
silk, wax and kermes, see Jacoby, Foreigners and the Urban Economy 101,
105, 111, 114. - Laiou, The Agrarian Economy 326-328. - Könstantakopoulou, Vyzantine Thessalonike 218. - Necipoglu, The Aristocracy in Late Byzantine Thessalonike passim and esp. 147-151. - Eadem, Byzantium between the

and-a-half of the fifteenth century, a problematic period for
the Ottomans, when exports of cotton to Venice were mentioned and a renewed attempt at agriculture outside the city
walls was documented 355. Otherwise, it was often the case
that the only provisions for Thessalonians were those brought

agricultural production of the city's hinterland and the local
and regional trade and its consequent income 356.
Fortifications and Port
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Continuity 35-64.
Matschke, The Late Byzantine Urban Economy 465. - Laiou / Morrisson, The
Byzantine Economy 196.
For an overview, see Matschke, Commerce 795-796.
Oikonomides, Hommes d'affaires 78-83.
On fairs generally, see Vryonis, Jr., The Panegyris 196-227. - On Late Byzantine Fairs, see Matschke, Commerce 779-782.
Records written in a notebook of the period inform us that fifteenth-century trade fairs, other than that of Hagios Demetrios, were organised by the
churches of Hagia Sophia, the Acheiropoietos, the Asömatön and the Angelön. Some of these lasted eight days while the Asömatoi church organised
a second, six-day long fair. See Kugeas, Notizbuch 146-148, 154. - Also see,
Papagianne, Panegyreis 144, 145, 147.
Bakirtzis, Urban Continuitiy 36.
Necipoglu, Byzantium between the Ottomans and the Latins 61-63.
Necipoglu, Byzantium between the Ottomans and the Latins 73-76, 83.
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repairs and additions. These were mainly in the acropolis and
some of the towers, with the addition of new gates, just as
in the Ottoman period when corner fortifications were added
along the coastal stretch, and to the north of the city where

Urban Planning
The Hippodameian system and the ancient setting of the
city's main streets remained, at least in the lower city, more
or less undisturbed and easily discernable until the twentieth

the Heptapyrgion (Yedi Kule) was added as the acropolis'
refuge 357. Unlike other medieval cities, Thessaloniki was not
transformed into a citadel. On the contrary, it retained the

century, specifically until the implementation of the fundamentally different urban plan that was conceived and gradually applied after the fire of 1 91 7 366. Important changes,

character of a city, although it remains unanswered whether
it was inhabited over the entire area within the walls 358. The
acropolis at the northern end of the city is a Byzantine addition, probably built after 904, and is separated from the lower

though, had occurred earlier as well, namely, unifications of
insulae and total negations or changes in the path of several
streets, especially in the upper town and in the acropolis,
where the streets were not intersected at a right angle. Gen-

city by a curtain wall with gates 359. It is possible that it was
built on the site of an Early Christian fortification 360. During
the Late Byzantine period it was a populated part of the
city with permanent residents, houses and churches. It also
contained water reservoirs, military stables, an arsenal and
a prison, all of which gave the area the additional character
of a military camp 361. Furthermore, it is known that military

erally, an organic urban fabric developed with narrow streets
diverted or even sometimes cut-off completely by private
buildings being built upon them 367. Street paving in marble
and stone had already been abandoned in the Middle Byzantine period and streets were surfaced with gravel or simply
comprised beaten earth. Their original width was reduced
significantly as buildings encroached upon pavements and

commanders and members of the royal family lived in the
acropolis, at least during periods of crisis 362.
The steep and rocky north-eastern part of the city, which
was probably Thessaloniki's Roman citadel known as the
Trigönion (Tpiyüviov), was still in use during the Late Byzantine period. However, it was sparcely populated. In one tower

even parts of the street itself 368. Remains of ancient Roman
monuments were still standing, such as the triumphal arch
of Galerius to the east, the triumphal arch at the west end
of the Via Regia inside the Chryse Gate, and the portico with
relief pillars, known as Eidöla (ETSuXa) or Las Incantadas,
stretching south of the Agora, a few metres away from the
Via Regia 369.

we find an Early Christian chapel and a small eleventh-century
church with wall paintings 363.
The port continued to operate. It was defended by a
wall and towers, and a breakwater protected it against bad
weather and silt from nearby rivers. The main sewer might
have emptied here, the so-called Tzerempoulon (TZepspnouAov) 364. The area around the port was mainly inhabited by

Houses and Neighbourhoods
The lower part of the city was densely populated in the
Late Byzantine period, in contrast to the upper town, which
no longer seems to have been used as a residential district.
Members of the city's political elite, as well as members of

sailors, unsurprisingly, and it is described in the sources as an
area of ill-repute, whose insubordinate and armed inhabitants
participated in the Zealot insurrection 365. * * * *

the royal family, resided in large residences in the lower
town. The exact size and characteristics of these residences
have not been determined archaeologically, however,
it seems probable that they were two-storied and quite
similar to the houses with an inner courtyard preserved in

City walls delimited, protected and confined the size and shape of the city
until the middle of the nineteenth century when the southern part was demolished in 1866, allowing the city to expand without constrictions at its
coastal part, both to the east and the west of its historical nucleus. On the
walls of Thessaloniki, see Tafrali, Topographie de Thessalonique 30-114 esp.
44-51 regarding the Late Byzantine period. - Spieser, Thessalonique 2, 5-80. Velenes, Ta teiche. - For a recent and full overview on this topic see Bakirtzis,
Urban Continuity 39-42.
358 On this topic, see Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 39-42, with further bibliography.
359 Velenes, Ta teiche 133.
360 Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 43 nt. 66.
361 Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 43. - Könstantinidou, Neotera stoicheia 239248. - Kantakouzenos III 94 (GB II, 576-580). - Choumnos, Thessalonikeusi
symvouleutikos 139.

Zeta), passing through the breakwater on the seaward side that we used to

357

362 Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 46-47, with further bibliography.
363 Velenes, Ta teiche 62-63. - Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 47, with all new archaeological finds from the area.
364 For the preservation of the Tzerempoulon in the fifteenth century, see
Anagnostes, De extremo p. 508 (4) §347.13 and Anagnostes, Diegesis 38,
§13.30: »Touto koi koto tov nupyov tov KaXoupevov lapapefav [...] eiq toutov
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^v oiKouai nav to vauTiKÖv, oi nXETaTof te övte^ Kai npoq ^övouq EÜxEpEtq, öXXwq
te

öywaiv aÜToi E^ouai 5e Kai iSia^ouaav apx^v aÜToi napa Tqv Tqq öXXqq nöXEwq«
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367
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KaTa ÖaXaTTav npoßEßXqpävou SiaTEixiapaToq (T^epepnouXov touto koAeTv

navTEq EiwÖapEv) Eiq Taq TpirjpEiq Eiaiaai« [And these things (happened) at the

so-called tower of Samareia (...) they had taken refuge only there, and immediately barred entrance to anyone else. They (the Latin rulers and some from
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Kai wnXiapEvoi navTEq, ßanEp to KpaTiaTÖv Eiai tou Sqpou, Kai axESov ev TaTq

aTÖaEai naaaiq aÜToi tou navTÖq nXqBouq E^qyouvTai npoÖüpwq EnopEvou, q öv

auvE^uyov povov Kal Touq äAXouq euÖuq KEKtoXüKeaav Tqq EiaöSou. O? Kai Sia
tou

call the Tzerempoulon, boarded triremes].
Kantakouzenos III 94 (CB II, 575.7-13): »Tqv npoq ÖaXaaaav nüXqv [...] nEpi

369

[the sea gate (...) around it live all the sailors, most of them capable of murder and all of them armed, since they are the most powerful part of the city.
If they walk first, they lead the entire crowd which follows them readily in
almost all riots. They have a peculiar authority over the rest of the city].
Vickers, Hellenistic Thessaloniki 156 and fig. 3. - Vitti, Poleodomike exelixe
67-86, and Karydas, Topographikes paratereseis 447-450.
Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 42, 55.
Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 42-43, with references to the changes that the
decumanus coinciding with the modern Agiou Demetriou Street underwent
and on several cardines that intersected it, remaining practically unchanged
from Antiquity into modern times. Also, the same phenomenon appears with
great clarity in the salvage excavations at the metro stations of Venizelou and
Agias Sophias Streets, revealing the Decumanus Maximus (modern Egnatia
Street), see Makropoulou / Könstantinidou, METRO Thessalonikes - Stathmos
Venizelou.
Spieser, Thessalonique 55-56, 62, 86-87. - Vitti, Poleodomike exelixe 57, 198199 and 224-226.

the lower eastern part of the city until the early twentieth
century 370. The bishop's palace stood to the north of the
Metropolis (Hagia Sophia), comprising a two-story complex
of buildings with a large tridinium and an open gallery,

Rotonda, which had, in all likelihood, acquired its final form
in the Middle Byzantine period 378; and the Hagios Demetrios
Basilica, which was then newly wall-painted and was supplemented by the Middle Byzantine chapel of Hagios Euthymios,

smaller churches and gardens 371. Ruins of large residences
and other late-antique buildings were used and incorporated
into smaller houses of the tenth to fourteenth centuries.

the crypt, and the ninth-century north chapel of Hagios Iöannes Prodromos 379. In addition, the Acheiropoietos Basilica
had its walls painted in the early thirteenth century 380 and

These houses were often of only a single room and usually
shared a common courtyard 372. The rectangular insulae of
the ancient city's grid were replaced by neighbourhoods of
such courtyards surrounded by houses, which could also in-

the metropolitan church of Hagia Sophia was still in use 381.
The single other Early Christian building that remained in use
was the Katholicon of the Latomou Monastery in the upper
city, which had its walls painted in the twelfth century and

corporate small churches and markets, with narrow, curved
and occasionally maze-like passages, shaping the character
of medieval Thessaloniki 373.
At this stage, the Ancient Agora appears to have still been
an open area. Possibly the public square (Sqpoaia ayopa) mentioned in the sources was partly occupied by tombs and workshops, but not houses 374. In contrast, the Hippodrome was

again around 1300. Finally, Middle Byzantine churches were
still operating in the lower town which were renovated in the
Late Byzantine era, such as the Panagia Chalkeön and the
Katholikon of the Monastery of Hagia Theodöra382.

occupied by housing developments and a cemetery 375. On the
site of the Palace of Galerius, the octagonal throne room was
transformed into a water cistern. Also on the site of the palace
or close to it, there appears to have been a pottery, judging
from the large quantities of glazed pottery found here during
excavations 376. Of the baths formerly operating in the city, only

were katholika of monasteries, were constructed during the
Palaeologan period in Thessaloniki 383. Among the examples
surviving today, only two, Hagios Panteleemön and the sepulchral chapel of Söteras, were built in the densely populated
eastern lower city. All the others were dispersed throughout
the upper city and around the fringes of the lower city where

one in the lower part of the upper town was preserved 377.

apparently more open areas were found 384. Neighbourhoods
formed around each monastery or small parochial church,

Churches
Four important ancient churches, surrounded by cemeteries, were still functioning in Late Byzantine Thessaloniki.
Found mainly in the lower part of the city, these were: the

often taking the name of the monastery of the church. These
neighbourhoods comprised the monastery's property which
usually had several auxiliary buildings and houses that were
rented out or occupied by monastery servants 385. In legal
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Rautman, Observations on the Byzantine Palaces of Thessaloniki 300-306,
on the palaces from the time of Galerius to the Ottoman period, which are
known mainly from the written sources. - In general clues about the buildings
of Thessaloniki are found in the legal documents of the monasteries of Mount
Athos, where one and two-storey houses are mentioned, having saddle roofs,
or lean-to roofs with porches or porticoes. For instance, see the description of
the property of Theodöros Karabas in Actes de Chilandar I no. 59.
Rautman, Observations on the Byzantine Palaces of Thessaloniki 299. Marke, Agia Sophia kai prosktismata 54-61. - Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 52,
with thorough bibliography.
Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 55, presents two cases of insulae where Roman
and Early Christian ruins were incorporated into small Late Byzantine houses
which were built on the same site, at the insula east of the Agora on the
Via Regia /Leöphoros, and further to the NW, at the insula on nowadays Dioiketeriou Square. Small private houses in Late Byzantine Thessaloniki are
described in Athonite deeds of transfer: Papachryssanthou, Maisons modestes

2 54-267, and Zivojinovic, The Houses 464-474. See also Giros, Presence
athonite ä Thessalonique 265-278. - For the Byzantine houses, see Curcic,
Houses in the Byzantine World 234-248.
373 Theocharides, Istoria Makedonias 14. - Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 56. - On
the same phenomenon in later Ottoman periods see Demetriades, Topographia Thessalonikes 23-46.
374 Kantakouzenos III 64 (CB II, 393), III 93 (CB II, 571). - Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 57.
375 Vitti, Poleodomike exelixe 216-218. - Bakirtzis, Imports, Exports and Autarchy 111. - On this type of market, see also Laiou / Morrisson, The Byzantine
Economy 37. - Hattersley-Smith, Byzantine Public Architecture 188-189. Theodorus Studita, Epistulae §15.106-118 (epistula 3): »npoaepevev ev tq
ävaToXiKfi nopTQ [...] Kai p£Ta to eIqeXÖeTv KX£faavT£q Taq nuAaq qyov Sia Tqq
ayopaq« [waited at the eastern gate and after entering they closed the gates
and passed through the marketplace]. - See Kaltsogianne / Kotzampasse / Paraskeuopoulou, E Thessalonike ste Vyzantine logotechnia 6-7. - On the fact
that in Constantinople there existed peripheral animal or food markets as
opposed to central luxury markets in the Forum of Constantine and in stoai,
see Mundell Mango, The Commercial Map of Constantinople 204-205.

Monasteries
Some fifty-six new churches, of which at least twenty-two

Personal observation of the unpublished finds once kept in the Archaeological
Museum of Thessaloniki. - Also mentioned in Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 58.
377 Trypsiane-Omerou, Vyzantino loutro 587-599. - Trypsiani-Omirou, Byzantine
Bath, Thessaloniki 314-317. - On an Early Christian bath connected to the
Acheiropoietos Basilica, see cat. no. 86.
378 Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 48. - Moutsopoulos, Palaiochristianike phase Rotondas 366 and 369. - Theocharidou, Rotonta Thessalonikes 67 and 75. Also, movable finds from the Late Byzantine and Post-Byzantine cemetery
(pottery, glass vessels and jewelery) are kept in the Museum of Byzantine
Culture.
379

Gouma-Peterson, The Parecclesion 168-182. - Gouma-Peterson, The Frescoes 111-129. - Tsigaridas, Toichographies Agiou Euthymiou passim. - Moutsopoulos, To parekklesi 303-330.
380 Xyngopoulos, Toichographiai 6-30. - Kissas, Umetnost u Solunu 39.
381 Tampake, Thessaloniki 114-133 esp. 127-128, with exhaustive bibliography. Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 51-52, with more recent bibliography.
382 On Panagia Chalkeön see, Tsitouridou, La peinture monumentale 18. - Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 53, with older bibliography. - On Hagia Theodöra,
see Bakirtzes, Mone Agias Theodöras 587-588. - Cat. Thessaloniki 2001,8. Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 53-54.
383

Vokotopoulos, Church Architecture 107-116. - Rautman, Ignatius of Smolensk 143-169 esp. 162-169. - Rautman, Aspects of Monastic Patronage in
Macedonia 62-69, especially on the fact that the patrons of the Palaeologan
monasteries of Thessaloniki are mainly members of the city's clergy and that
they were not endowments of the province's landed aristocracy, and on p.
72-73 on the role that this fact played in their ground plan, which affected the
basic form of the city's metropolitan church, Hagia Sophia. - For some interesting results derived from the quantitative study of R. Janin's La Geographie
Ecclesiastique de l'Empire Byzantin, see Varinlioglu, Urban Monasteries passim
and esp. 190-192, 197 on Thessaloniki.
384 Those preserved today are Hagios Nikolaos Orphanos, Taxiarches, Hagia Aikaterine, Hagioi Apostoloi, Vlatadön, and Prophetes Elias. On the matter see
nt. 206-215.
385 Theocharides, Istoria Makedonias 14. - Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 55-56,
with further bibliography.
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documents of the monasteries of Mount Athos the names of
nine neighbourhoods are known: Hagios Menas, Kataphyge,
Acheiropoietos, Hagia Pelagia, Hagios Paramonos, Asömatoi,
Omphalos, Chryse and Hippodromos 386.

were economic units as well) were favourable to such activities; and also, according to the written sources, close to the
port. A lime kiln using the shells of edible shellfish as raw material has been identified in a densely populated part of the

The fact that the monasteries were built in the upper
town, close to the city walls, indicates that, while the outer
edges of the city following the city walls remained the same

city, near the Metropolis and next to the large Monastery of
Hagia Theodöra. Potteries have been discovered in a number
of locations: in the centre of the city, at the plaza in the area

from Antiquity, the populated area within the walls had
diminished. This was already apparent in the Middle Byzantine period and persisted or even intensified into the Late
Byzantine period. Activities that had previously taken place

of the Agora; further to the south on the Via Regia/Leöphoros; next to the Monastery of Hagia Theodöra; in the port
area; close to and along the eastern and western city walls;
as well as in the sparsely populated mountainous area of the

outside the city walls, such as the operation of monasteries,
artisanal activities and even small-scale agriculture and husbandry were now brought within the city 387.

city. Many workshops operated outside the western walls,
stretching far from them, roughly along the path of the road
that led to the central western city gate. Potteries have also
been discovered outside the eastern city walls, at least at the
coastal part of the plateau. Finally, tanneries and dyeworks,
apparently in disregard of the acute annoyance caused to
their neighbours, operated in densely populated parts of the

Cemeteries
From the seventh century onwards and throughout the
Byzantine and Ottoman periods, the ancient necropolises
outside the city walls ceased to be used and burials started to
take place within the city itself. Small Late Byzantine cemeteries connected with chapels and small monasteries dispersed
throughout the city are often found in the excavations. Due
to the fragmentary character of the excavations, small groups
of graves are also found without archaeological evidence of

city, such as in the eastern part close to the Leöphoros and
near the western city walls.
More specifically and in detail, the artisanal activity in the
Palaeologan period that has been identified in excavations
or through the written sources can be presented as follows:

a chapel 388.

Water Mills: Flour, Oil and Wine
Workshops
A considerable number of sites where artisanal activities have been identified have been discovered in excavations both inside and outside of the city walls. Outside the
city walls, artisanal activities have been found following the

Water mills for grinding cereals, or more rarely for oil-pressing 389, represented an important economic activity (fig. 38),
and apart from those mentioned in the written sources 390,
more than twenty of them have been physically located,

streams to the north-west and north-east of the city. Here
we find clusters of water mills for grinding cereals and at
least one oil press, which may have been operating since

mainly outside the city walls. These are twelve mills, dating
from the Byzantine or even Early Christian periods, which
were rebuilt in the fourteenth century, located in north-east

Early Christian and Middle Byzantine times. Similar activities
also took place within the city: to the north, where the steep
gradient of the land and the presence of monasteries (which

in the vicinity of the Panorama. In addition, eight mills and
a wine press have been located to the north-west, along a
stream in the vicinity of Retziki, of which at least four can

386 The names of the neighbourhoods are noted, among others, in the following
legal deeds of athonite monasteries: Hagios Menas: Actes de Chilandar I no.
30:17. - Kataphyge: Actes de Lavra I no. 59:6. - Actes de Docheiariou no.
3:57 no. 4:78, 79. - Acheiropoietos: Actes d'Iviron III no. 73:14, no. 78:4.
- Hagia Pelagia: Actes de Vatopaidi I p. 33 nt. 305. - Actes de Zographou
no. 8:7. - Hagios Paramonos: Actes d'Iviron III no. 60:9, 76:58. - Actes de
Chilandar I no. 25:3. - Asömatön: Actes de Lavra I no. 59:4. - Actes d'Iviron
IV no. 91:26, 92:20. - Omphalos: Actes de Docheiariou no. 4:80, no. 49:261.
- Chryse: Actes de Docheiariou no. 4:80. - Hippodromion: Actes d'Iviron II
no. 52:370. - Actes d'Iviron III no. 78. - On the neighbourhoods of Thessaloniki during the fifteenth century and throughout the Ottoman period, see
Demetriades, Topographia Thessalonikes 23-46.
387 Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 62-63.
388 Marke, Christianika koimeteria sten Ellada 172-175. - Makropoulou /Tzitzimpasi, Söstike anaskaphe 364-366. - Kanonides, Neötera stoicheia apo
tis anaskaphes tou 1998, 183-194 esp. 184 fig. 1 and 185 fig. 2. - Makropoulou, Byzantino koimeterio 235-244. - Bakirtzis, Urban Continuity 63. Kanonides, Vyzantino koimeterio plateias Dioiketeriou 523-530. - Kanonides,
Taphes entos tön teichön tes Thessalonikes 207-218.
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For a general overview of oil and wine production in the Mediterranean, see
Amouretti / Brun, La production passim. For a note on mills in Middle and Late
Byzantine era see Laiou / Morrisson, The Byzantine Economy 99-100, with bibliography. - Also see Laiou, Economic History, vol. 1, 110-1 12, 235-236, 280,
359-360, 381-382. - For a water-driven olive oil mill from 1324/5 excavated
on the north shore of Volve lake in Thessaloniki's hinterland, see Papangelos, Elaia kai Elaion 187 figs 7-9. - Siaxambani, Watermills from Polichni 340
figs 2-5. - For the fact that it belonged to the Thessalonian Monastery of
Vlatadön until 1575, see Vasdraveles, Istorika archeia 17-18 no. 20. - For a
short overview of all prior publications on the subject, see Sampanopoulou,
Katalogos 54-55. - For an overview of Late Roman and Byzantine oil presses
in Greece, see Raptes, Ergasteria 122-132, 285-301.
390 e. g. Emperor Ioannes Komnenos (1118-1143) donated the rights on the
water coming from Chortiates with its water pipe and the mills operating in
Thessaloniki to the monastery of Christos Saviour Pantokratör, which he had
founded in Constantinople, in 1136, see Gautier, Le typikon du Christ Sauveur
Pantocrator 120-121, ln. 1534-1535: »to SfKaiov tou ano tou XopTditou
KaTappeovToq üSdToq auv tw aywyw Kdi Totq ev ©eaaaAovfKQ evepyouai
puAwai« [the rights to the water flowing down from Chortaites, (together)
with its water pipe and the mills operating in Thessaloniki].

be dated to the Late Byzantine period 391. All of them were
built on steep sites with vertical slopes and took water from
two different sources. Furthermore, a water tower has been
excavated in the upper part of Thessaloniki, indicating that
workshops using water power, possibly water mills, were
active within the city walls as well 392. It should also be noted
that relatively few hand-mills have been unearthed within
the city, implying that the flour used by its inhabitants was
mainly ground by bakers in their own mills, or in other large
professional mills 393. Bakers were protected by the state and
there was a provision that exempted them and their animals
from public service in order to be able to grind grain for
their produce and prevent any hindrance to the baking of
bread 394. Theoretically, bakeries should be easily identifiable
due to their kilns and mills, as was the case with the architectural remains of Roman bakeries395, yet for the time being
it has not been possible to locate such structures in the city,
although it is known from legal texts that such businesses
operated in Late Byzantine Thessaloniki396. An active bakery,
mangipeion (payKinetov), is mentioned among the buildings
owned by Chortaitou Monastery around 1320 in the quarter
of Hagios Paramonos 397. It is also known that they should
not have been located under or close to dwellings for fear
of fire 398. The law had a provision especially for Thessaloniki
where, due to the reverse winds, i. e. the summer wind blows
from the south and the winter wind blows from the north,
arrangements for the firebreak between neighbours were
also reversed 399.
A linseed oil mill, a tzymilareion (AiveAaioipißiKöv
Epyaaiqpiov or iZupiAapetov), is mentioned in 1432 as being
in the centre of the city in the Hagios Menas' neighbour-

Fig. 38

Water mill, Polichne, Thessaloniki, Late Byzantine period.

The existence of linseed oil presses in the city can be assumed from a comment made by Archbishop Symeon that
during the famine caused by the last siege of the city the
inhabitants mixed »bran made from crushed linseed [...] with
a little barley or sometimes wheat flour« 401. Although written
sources do not offer direct references on the production of

hood 400. This was in a document outlining the rental agreement between Könstantinos Manklavites and the owners, the
Nea Mone, replacing that made with an earlier and anonymous Turk, but under the same terms of eight golden coins
and a jar, laginion (Äaywov), of linseed oil per year.

olive oil in the city, at least two oil presses (marble closure
slabs, thorakion, in second use) are preserved in the Vlatadön
Monastery, which must had been used in the on-site crushing

391

396

On water mills in general, see Forbes, Power 589-628. - On mills in Byzantium, see Bryer, The Means of Agricultural Production 110-112, and Bouras,
Aspects of the Byzantine City 519, both with further bibliography. - For an
overview of Late Roman and Byzantine water mills excavated in Greece, see
Raptes, Ergasteria 94-103, 235-260, where the technology that their operation involves is also given. - Also Raptis, Water as Power 109-118. - For a
water mill in the village Hagioi Apostoloi, Chalkidiki, possession of the metropolis of Thessaloniki leased in late thirteenth century to the priest and miller
Demetrios Kontos, see Katsaros, Engrapha schetika me metropole Thessalonikes. - On mills in Thessaloniki's region, see Siaxampane, Vyzantina ichne 86.
- Siaxampane, Neromyloi 112-122. - Siaxambani, Watermills from Polichni
338-341 (cat. nos 69, 70, 74).
392 8 Vlachava Street: Marke, Anaskaphön eranismata 248-2 50 (cat. no. 71).
393 Parts of at least two large grinding mills are housed in the Archaeological
Museum of Ancient (Roman) Forum, Thessaloniki, apparently found during
the excavation of the site. The number of fragments of grinding stones found
in the excavations should not exceed a few dozens, although one should keep
in mind that due to their material and condition probably they had not always
been collected and registered. - On references to mills and millers in Byzantine
texts, see Koukoules, Vios kai politismos, B1,204-205, where apart from wind
and water mills references to animal-driven mills are also given.
394 Book of Eparch 53-55 chap. 18 is devoted to bakers and esp. §2. - Book of
Eparch, Koder 128-130.
395 Adam, Roman Building 322-324.

of olive kernels, or some other kind of seeds for the production of oil. Two huge marble jars of unknown date preserved

On bakers in Byzantium, see Koukoules, Vios kai politismos, B1, 182-184,
and Laiou, Baker 246, with references to the sources. - A useful collection of
papers on wheat and bread in Antiquity and Byzantium have been published
in the proceedings of the conference O &p-roq qpwv' ano to aiTapi qto ywpi,
organised by the Politistiko Technologiko Idryma of ETBA in 1994 in Athens.
397 Actes d'Iviron III 236-240, no. 76.
398 Book of Eparch 18.3 §.3. - Armenopoulos, Procheiron Nomön 2.4.14. - Book
of Eparch, Koder 130.
399 Armenopoulos, Procheiron Nomön 2.4.14: »ev 5e tq ©eaaaAoviKr| eneiSrj
TavavTfa aupßafvei, tov pev votov Öepivov dvepov elvai, tov 5e ßoppav xeipepivov,
ei Kai TavavTfa toutoip ev TaÜTQ Sofqpev, ftyouv tu pev voTiwTepw nepiaaoTepav
ano tou yemovoq Tqv anoaTaaiv, tw Se ßopeioTepw oXiywTepav, Tdy'dv ouk
aneiKOTwq noiotpev« [And in Thessaloniki, because the opposite (phenomena)
occur, i. e. the south wind blows in the summer, and the north wind in the
winter, and if we assigned it the opposite of these, namely a greater distance
from one's neighbour to the south, and a lesser one to the north, we would
not be in error].
400 Papangelos, Elaia kai Elaion 174-201 esp. 187 nt. 83. - Actes de Lavra III 183185 no. 168.
401 Balfour, Politico-Historical Works of Symeon 64 (Aoyoq eiq tov ev ayioiq
peyiaTov aÖXqTqv Kai pupoßXüTqv AqpqTpiov ev iaTopfaq TÜnw Ta vewam aÜTou
yeyovdTa Siqyoüpevoq ÖaüpaTa, f. 290v, 3-5), 180. - Jacoby, Foreigners and
the Urban Economy 123.
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in front of the monastery's refectory were presumably connected with the same activity 402.
In 1419, Hodegetrianos and Demetrios, sons of Dadas,
rented (and had done so since sometime before 1415) from

1326, the Monastery of Iverön bought four houses in the
quarter of the Hippodromion, having one press and its reservoir (ÄqvoünoÄqviov), a garden and a plot where a house
could be built, sharing with other houses of the same court

the Monastery of Xenophontos five adjacent grocery stores
and three large houses in the Asöimatoi quarter at the eastern part of the city that their deceased father had previously

the entrance to the court, a well, and a water channel 411.
One of the witnesses to the transaction was Geörgios Marmaras Prötomaistör tön Oikodomön (npuTopa'faTup tüv

turned into a large and thriving wine shop, oivonuAelov 403.
Furthermore, several small-sized reservoirs mentioned in excavation reports can be connected with the presses (wine
vats) and their reservoirs (Äqvol, unoAqvia AqvounoAqvia and

OiKoSopuv), master of the builders, known also from other
documents between 1322 and 1327, offering evidence for
the marbleworking profession and the existence of a corporation or possibly a guild of builders in the city 412.

naiqiqpia) used apparently for the production of wine that
are known to have existed in small and apparently humble properties from several legal documents of this period.
A Byzantine wine press has also been discovered within a
tower of the eastern city walls at Kaströn Street north of
Olympiados Street 404. It is quite evident that the owners of
large parcels of land in the countryside possessed mills and

Production of lime within the city walls was forbidden from
at least the Early Byzantine period and it was clearly stated in
a Late Byzantine legal text, the Exavivlos written by Konstan-

presses for both olive oil and wine 405. There is an early note,
dated to 1104, of a roofed press (Xqvoq KTiaiöq Kaiaxuioq
povoppuioq unoKepapoq) in Thessaloniki, belonging to the
Iverön Monastery. It was situated in a court with gates near
the dependency of Leontia and it is also noted that an oblong
house near the press was used as a mill 406. Two more presses

tinos Armenopoulos in Thessaloniki. It is stated there that a
lime kiln should be a hundred cubits away from housing and
fifty cubits from threshing floors 413.
In spite of this, an interesting and still not thoroughly
studied archaeological discovery from 2010 may possibly
indicate lime production in the centre of Late Byzantine Thes-

and accompanying vats (Äqvol peTä tüv naTriTrpwv) in the
Monastery of Hagia Varvara, in the quarter of the Hippodro-

saloniki 414. The find consists of a circular and strongly built
well (c. 1 m wide) in which fragments of glazed pottery bowls

mion at the eastern end of Thessaloniki, are stated to exist in
the same document 407.
Several presses are mentioned in the deeds of sale for
houses in Thessaloniki. They appear in small, urban plots,
e. g. six presses - naTqTqpi, Äqvöq (press) and ÄqvoünoÄqviov

and pottery stilts were found, as well as detritus from nearby
activities, which had been dumped there after the well ceased
to function. These finds date the period of the filling of the
well to the Late Byzantine period. Lower in the well, a thick
layer of different species of shells has been found. Mainly

(a term expressing both the press and its deposit or vat) - are
described in three different properties or plots 408. In June
1314, three houses with three presses (naTqTqpia) situated

oysters, some cockles and a few pectens, these had been subjected to intensive firing that resulted in their calcination 415.
According to the excavator, the wider area was found cov-

in the quarter of Acheiropoietos were bought by the Iverön
Monastery from Könstantinos Marmaras 409. Around 1320,
the monks of Chortaitou Monastery exchanged a court with
its buildings for three other courts with their buildings in

ered with a layer of shells, while two rectangular lime tanks,
built with bricks and retaining a thick layer of lime on their
walls, were discovered nearby.

the quarter of Hagios Paramonos, which included an active
bakery (payKinelov) and two presses (Äqvouq) 410. In March

Mediterranean region in the Bronze Age and Late Roman period, and this technique still survives in traditional workshops

402 Bakirtzes, Tsoukalolagena 114-115.
403 Actes de Xenophon 217-221 no. 32. - Necipoglu, Byzantium between the
Ottomans and the Latins 62-63. - On references to wine shops and taverns
in Byzantine texts, see Koukoules, Vios kai politismos B1, 193-195, and also
Kazhdan, Wine Merchant 2199-2200.
404 Cat. Thessaloniki 2003a, 5 (cat. no. 75).
405 Laiou, The Argrarian Economy 350-352.
406 Actes d' Iviron II no. 52 ln. 343-344.
407 Actes d'Iviron II no. 52 ln. 380.
408 Actes d'Iviron III 18-19 nos 73, 76, 84.
409 Actes d'Iviron III 187-189 no. 73 ln. 16
410 Actes d'Iviron III 236-240 no. 76 ln. 62.
411 Actes d'Iviron III 297-301 no. 84 ln. 20-30.
412 Actes de Chilandar nos 84, 85. - Actes de Zographou no. 25. - On different
types of »modest« houses in Thessaloniki appearing in fourteenth-century
legal texts and similar to the ones noted in the aforementioned contracts, see
Papachrysanthou, Maisons modestes 254-267. - And Zivojinovic, The Houses
464-474.
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Lime Production

Shell exploitation for lime production was known in the

Armenopoulos, Procheiron Nomön 2.4.17: »riepi ^oüpvou Tqq aaßeaTou. Tov
eÖeÄovTa ^oüpvov Tqq aaßeaTou KaTaaKeuaZeiv ypn d^faTaaÖai naaqq okqaewq
SeuTepaq

Tpfrqq 0eaewq

Kal T&v e^e^qp nepaiTepw Kal Äoin&v, nqx£iS eKaTÖv

ano navTÖq KÄfpaToq avepoa SpipuTepa yäp Kal ÄoipwSqq a^oSpa q anö aÜTqq
äTpf^ äÄwvoq 5e d$faTaa0ai TaüTqv Tqv Käpivov nqx£iS v« [Whoever wishes to

construct a lime kiln must be situated far from every residence in the second
and third zone, or sites even further out than these, a hundred cubits (c. 75 m)
from every downwind, because the vapour from the kiln is acrid and highly
noxious. Also, the kiln must be situated at a distance of 50 cubits from any
threshing floor].
414 Vasileös Erakleiou 45 (cat. no. 4). I thank the excavator of the site, Dr S. Akrivopoulou, for giving me the chance to see and examine this still unpublished
415

find.
I wish to thank Dr R. Veropoulidou, archaeologist-archaeomalacologist, for
her help in understanding this procedure. - On the consumption of shells in
Byzantine society mentioned in Byzantine sources, see Koukoules, Vios kai
politismos, E, 88, and on fishing techniques, ibid., E, 338-339.

Fig. 39

Wasters of sgraffito clay wares, Thessaloniki, Palaeologan period.

in sub-Saharan Africa and until recently in India as well 416.
Furthermore, although no information on the matter is found

ings are open bowls with only a few jugs. The hitherto known
products are distinguished according to their decoration in
two categories:

in Byzantine written sources, a relevant Middle Byzantine
archaeological find from Butrint, Albania, indicates the continuation of this production process in Byzantium 417. This procedure involves the recycling of refuse, food remains, or - in
other cases like that of murex shells - the residue from other

1) Engraved. (figs40. 42) These are the majority of objects, usually decorated with birds, often pecking a lanceolate
leave 420,
416 spirals,
***
concentric circles delimited with wavy lines,
rosettes and checkerboards, occasionally with a spiral in each

artisanal production. Thus the huge concentrations of shells
that were necessary for the production of purple dye and the
voluminous quantities of shells consumed as food were con-

field, medallions, net-like bands, and monograms of Saint
Demetrios.
2) Painted. The local production of painted objects seems

veniently exploited and converted into the ever-needed lime.

Ceramic Production

to be proven by bowls showing an impressed monogram
of Saint Demetrios on the bottom, which were sometimes
painted with exterior motifs. Such vessels were used to collect
the watery Palaeologan myrrh from the church of Hagios

Pottery production flourished during the Late Byzantine period. At the same time, the use of ceramic amphorae diminished and gradually disappeared as wooden barrels replaced
their role in the transportation and storage of oil and wine 418.
Glazed vessels are characteristic of this period and thanks

Demetrios (fig. 41).
The products of the workshops of Thessaloniki must have
been appreciated sufficiently, and/ or the trade in goods taking place in its port have been such, that gave rise to such
a utilitarian product, like pottery bowls being found in the
excavations of foreign ports, such as those of Constantinople,

to unfinished, deformed vessels found in the city, local products can be easily discerned 419 (fig. 39). Almost all the find-

Varna and Venice 421. Yet, the small number of these finds
makes it more probable that they were the personal belong-

416 Brysbaert, Murex Uses in Plaster Features 2, on murex-shell lime plaster production and use in the Aegean and eastern Mediterranean Bronze Age, with
further bibliography. - Ballester et al., Use of Limestone 559, 564, where the
improved quality of limestone obtained from mussels is discussed. - Carannante, Purple-dye Industry Shell Waste Recycling 8, 16, where the possibility
of purple dye industry shell waste recycling in Minoan Crete is discussed. Finally for an overview of the use of murex shells and their different types of
use, one of which might have been the production of lime, since these finds
from mid to late third-century Berenike were associated with ovens and kilns,

417

Unpublished find, Veropoulidou, Food Consumption. I thank Dr R. Veropoulidou for letting me know about this find before the final publication of her
paper on the subject.

418

On Byzantine amphorae, see Bakirtzes, Tsoukalolagena 70-88, especially on
the timing and reasons for their redundancy, 84-87.
419 For an overview of Late Byzantine glazed pottery and issues of their trade and
420
421

market see Papanikola-Bakirtzi, Ceramics on the Market 205-216.
Papanikola-Bakirtze, Ergasterio 377-388.
Papanikola-Bakirtzis, Palaeologan Glazed Pottery 203-204.

see Reese, Industrial Exploitation of Murex Shells passim esp. 89-92.
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Fig. 41

Glazed clay bowl with painted and impressed decoration, Palaeologan

period.

■<--------------------------------------------------------------------Fig. 40

Fig. 42

Glazed clay bowl with incised decoration, Palaeologan period.

Pottery wasters and stilts, Palaeologan period.

ings of travellers and merchants, and not part of the normal
commercial cargo that they were trading. This production
flourished from the second half of the thirteenth century into
the fourteenth century 422. 423
Another form of pottery product that was also possibly produced locally is the glazed tile. We find examples

of glazed plaques bearing inscribed rosettes, occasionally
inscribing a cross, and/ or being flanked by crosses, trees and
birds 423.
According to the archaeological evidence, potteries, ranging from entire installations with kilns preserved on site to
a few pottery stilts found in a pit 424 (fig. 42), have been

preserved on the fagade of Hagia Aikaterine in the form

located in open spaces at the centre of the city and close to

422 For a detailed overview of the Thessalonian Palaeologan glazed pottery, see

ceramic decoration occurs (otherwise unknown in Thessaloniki), see Curcic,
Architecture in the Balkans 550-552.
424 Pottery stilts are little tripods, free-hand shaped, with a pointed foot at the
end of each leg on one of the flat sides. They were used as spacers for firing
glazed bowls, i. e. they were placed between the bowls, while they were piled
in order to be fired in the kiln. It appears that they were invented in the Far
East at least at the beginning of our era. They appeared in the Near East in
the ninth century and were introduced to the Byzantine world at the end of
the twelfth century. - See Papanikola-Bakirtze, Tripodiskoi 641-648. - Stern,
Evidence of Early Islamic Pottery 23-2 5.

Papanikola-Bakirtze, Ergasterio 377-388. - Papanikola-Bakirtzi, Palaeologan
Glazed Pottery 203 fig. 2. - Cat. Athens 1999, 188-221 esp. 188-189. - Papanikola-Bakirtze, »Polytima« 451-467.
423 Cheimönopoulou, Pelines Ephyalömenes plakes 24-29. - Fourteen
plaques / tiles, all of them with identical dimensions (30 cm x 40 cm x 4 cm) are
decorating the fagade of the late thirteenth to mid-fourteenth-century church.
The rosettes that appear on them are also known from Thessalonian glazed
bowls and also appear on Palaeologan coins mint in Thessaloniki, indicating so
a local origin for the plaques / tiles as well. - For the history of the church and
its connections with thirteenth-century architecture of Epirus where similar
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Fig. 43

Pottery wasters and stilts, Post-Byzantine period.

the western and eastern city walls 425. According to the law,
pottery kilns had to be built either twenty or twelve cubits
from the nearest house or threshing floor, depending on the

with these rules 426. It appears that in the Ottoman period
the same sites continued to be used by potters, and scarce
movable finds dated to this period, such as unfinished vessels

orientation and the winds blowing from that side, or seven
and four cubits if the neighbouring house did not have an
opening towards the site of the kiln, although from the

and pottery stilts, have been found in the courtyard of the
Rotonda at 2 Kamvouniön Street, at the northern end of the
Roman Hippodrome and around the Acheiropoietos Basilica

archaeological record it is doubtful if anyone fully complied

(fig. 43) 427.

42 5 Ancient Agora: personal observation and research of unpublished glazed
ceramic material from the excavation. Three unfinished bowls found in the
Agora were presented in the exhibition Pracht und Alltag: see Cat. Bonn
2010, 344, nos 488-489 (D. Papanikola-Bakrtzi). - A general note is also given
in Adam-Velene, Archaia Agora 517-521 esp. 519 (cat. no. 26). - On the site
of Galerius' Palace: personal observation and research of ceramic material,
e. g. stilts, from unpublished excavation campaigns from the 1960s and 1970s
kept in the depots of the 16th Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities
(cat. no. 27). - Finds from the plot of the former Third Male Gymnasium: Cat.
Thessaloniki 2002, 10 (cat. no. 34). - On the site of an Early Christian pottery
at 30A K. Melenikou Street a Late Byzantine pottery was established, where
two small, two-storied kilns and unfinished bowls with inscribed bird pecking
a tree have been found: Cat. Thessaloniki 2005, 6 (cat. no. 33). - D. Gounare
and Vasou Streets, currently 47 D. Gounare Street: Souereph, Gounare-Vassou, 350-351 (cat. no. 35). - 1 Ippodromiou and Manousogiannake Street:
Alexandre, Ippodromiou 1 kai Manousogiannake, 656-658 (cat. no. 37).
- 28 Phrangön Street: Marke / Chatzeiöannides, Phrangön 28, 273-280
(cat. no. 30). - Many stilts have been found in a workshop at 3 Eurymedontos
Street: Cat. Thessaloniki 2006, 5 (cat. no. 31). - Also at 19-21 Aristotelous
Street: Makropoulou, Aristotelous 19-21, 501-503 (cat. no. 29), at Egnatia
and G. Bakatselou Street (cat. no. 32) at 7 Zephyrön Street (cat. no. 36) and
at 45 Vasileös Erakleiou Street (cat. no. 28), due to be published by Prof. M.
Paisidou.
426 Armenopoulos, Procheiron Nomön, 2.4.15: »Tov KaTaaKeudZovTa ev Kwpei
^oupvov KepapiKÖv ypn d^i^Tav toutov tou yefrovoq, eTte Öeaiq eTq SeuTepa kOi y'.
^ nepaiTepw, Ka! ei pev ßopeiÖTepoq elq ^ avaToXiKÖTepoq o ^oupvoq, Tqq okqaewq
Öupaq ^ ÖupfSaq aÜTqq eyoüaqq, anoßXenouaaq npöq aÜTÖv töv ^oupvov, nqy£iS

eTkoar q yap Tqq KepapeiKqq XPe^a Ka! epyaafa ev tw Kaipw Tqq twv eipqpevwv
avepwv npoaßoXqq yfveTar ei 5e voTiwTepoq f) SuaiKWTepoq eTq o ^oupvoq Tqq
tou

yefTovoq oiKfaewq Ka! aÜTqq exoüaqq Öüpaq ^ ÖupfSaq, a^iaTav aÜTÖv nqxeiS

SeKaSüo, xeipepiv&v övtwv twv avepwv Ka! Tqq epyaafaq tö TqviKauTa pq oüaqg ei
5e ^paKTo! ^ enrneSoi eTqaav oi oTkoi, TÖTe a^iaTav aÜTÖv twv eipqpevwv nqxewv
tö

TpiTov^ npoTepaq Se KepapiKqq oüaqq Ka! eTepou yefTovoq äXXqv ßouXoupevou

npöq aÜTqv KaTaaKeuaaai, Tqq tou yefTovoq naXaiaq KaXußwaewq XPH aÜTÖv töv
KaTaaKeua^ovTa, ei pev avaToXiKOTepa ^ ßopeioTepa eTq q KaXüßwaiq, a^iaTav
Touq ^oüpvouq nq^eiS ie'. ei Se SuTiKOTepa ^ voTiwTepa eTq twv peXXövTwv
^oüpvwv yiveaÖai q KaXüßwaiq, nqxeiS X'. Ta aÜTa Se ^uXaxB^Twaav peTpa Totq
avepoiq, Ka! en! twv aXwviwv« [Whoever wishes to construct a ceramic kiln in a

town must situate it away from every residence, either in the second and third
zone, or in sites even farther out than these. And if the kiln is to the north
or to the east and the house has a door or a window on the side of the kiln,
(it should be constructed) twenty cubits away; because the need for pottery
and the relevant works occur at the period of time when the aforementioned
winds blow. If the kiln is to the south or to the west of the neighbour's house
and the house has a door or a window let it be distanced twelve cubits,
because the winds are those of the Winter and then no relevant works are
carried out. If the houses are fenced or on the ground flour, then it (the kiln)
should be distanced at the one third of the aforementioned cubits. If an older
pottery existed and some other neighbour wants to build another one nearby
it, if it is to the east or to the north, then the one who builds it must put the
kilns fifteen cubits away. If it is to the west or to the south then the future
kilns should be built twenty cubits away. The same (measures) regarding the
winds should be respected for threshing floors as well].
427 Finds exhibited in the Museum of Byzantine Culture, Thessaloniki.
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Fig. 44

Hagioi Apostoloi, 1310-1314.

Finally, workshops for bricks and roof tiles, equipped with
long, rectangular kilns, have been located at the field east
and west of the city and have been dated to the Late Byzan-

flasks (fig. 45). An indirect reference to the distribution of
glass vials in early-thirteenth-century Thessaloniki is given
in the Life of Saint Sava where it is mentioned that he used

tine period 428. The type of products of these workshops can
be seen in the numerous surviving monuments of the city 429
(fig. 44).

such a glass vessel to send myrrh from his father's grave to
his brother Stephen in Serbia 430. Among the Late Byzantine
glass vessels found in excavations in Thessaloniki, several lentoid and ring-shaped omoms, imports from the Arab world,

Glassworking
After a long period of almost total absence since the seventh century, glass vessels re-appear in the Late Byzantine
period, almost exclusively in the form of unguentaria and

428 134 Tsimiske Street: Cat. Thessaloniki 2003a, 11 (cat. no. 7). - 58 Prometheös
Street (cat. no. 14). - 91 Monasteriou Street: Makropoulou, Monasteriou 91,
503-504 (cat. no. 10). - 93 Monasteriou Street: Makropoulou, Monasteriou
93, 379-380, and Eleutheriadou et al., Söstikes anaskaphes Thessalonikes
274-275 fig. 10 (cat. no. 11). - 48 Giannitsön Street: Makropoulou, Giannitsön 48, 618 and Cat. Thessaloniki 2006, 8 (cat.no. 9). - For their new
dating, see Makropoulou, Taphoi kai taphes 371 nt. 238, and 373 nt. 240. Marke, Söstikes anaskaphes 217-218. - For six new, rectangular kilns, and six
water reservoirs, some of them dated to the Roman period and others vaguely
dated to the medieval period, excavated at the metro station by the Railway
Station, see Acheilara, METRO Thessalonikis 2008, 265-272 and Acheilara,
METRO Thessalonikis 2009 (cat. no. 12). - For a short overview of the potteries excavated in Thessaloniki see Marke, Söstikes anaskaphes 217-218.
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are identified 431. Most of them are made of brightly coloured
glass and on some of them their painted, geometrical decoration is still visible. Those retaining their decoration bear a
cold-painted one, unlike their numerous counterparts from
Arab territories which bear fired enameling, which is a possible indication of the decoration having been added at a later

429 Among others, parts of the city walls and nine churches survive from the
Palaeologan building activity, see Vokotopoulos, Mesaiönikoi naoi 97-110.
- Vokotopoulos, Church Architecture 107-116. - Curcic, The Role of Late
Byzantine Thessalonike 65-84.
430 Teodosije, Zitije Svetog Save 78-79.
431 Cat. Athens 2002, 575-576 nos 811 (A. Tsakalos), 812-813 (D. Makropoulou). - These vessels, most probably perfume sprinklers (their name probably
derives from the Arab word for sprinkler, qumqum) were produced in large
quantities by Ayyubid and Mamluk glass makers, the majority dated to the
second half of the thirteenth century, Cat. New York 2001, 246-247 no. 122
(S. Carboni). - Carboni, Glass from Islamic Lands 150-151.
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Fig. 45

Glass vessels, Late Byzantine period, Thessaloniki.

Metalworking
During this period, it seems that the gold and silver deposits
of Macedonia continued to be exploited, particularly alluvial deposits from river beds, by chrysöryktai (xpuaupüKiai),
chrysolektai (xpuaoAeKiai) and especially the ammoplytai
(apponAüiai), i. e. sand washers, which seems to be the best
for the type of mining undertaken in Ropalaia 435, as indicated
by micro-toponyms in the region and explicit references in
legal deeds, e. g. the acta of Mount Athos monasteries 436.
Furthermore, there are some groups of metal objects and

date. Venetian products, mainly ribbed inghistere / angastaria

jewels that can be considered to be local products with a high
degreee of confidence 437.
It appears that in the Late Byzantine period the production of Saint Demetrios' reliquaries continued, now showing the altered form of the Saint's sarcophagus 438, as well
as the production of lead koutrouvia 439. Also, some of the
thirteenth-century glass gems, possibly the ones with Saint

flasks, and plain beakers made with high quality, decolourised
and slightly pink, Venetian glass, present a second group of
imports in the city 432. No archaeological remains of Palaeologan glass workshops have been unearthed in Thessaloniki;
however, among the numerous vessels found in the city some
might be local products 433 (fig. 46). They cannot be con-

Demetrios' bust on them, or their prototypes, could have
been locally produced, although it appears that they were
mainly made in Venice 440.
During the Latin Kingdom of Thessalonica (1204-1224),
refined metal objects were still produced there. According to
Theodosius, the early-fourteenth-century biographer of the

nected with the traditions or the style of any major glass centre. Several examples of them are found in the city, some of

Serbian Archbishop Saint Sava, while residing in Thessaloniki,
he commissioned two large icons in 1219, which he asked

them in the complex of Hagios Demetrios, and they are minor
lentoid receptacles, ill-executed, made of bubbly, bluish glass,
and probably could be the ones that, as it is known from
fifteenth-century sources, were used, apart from holding
fragrants and medicaments, as containers of Saint Demetrios'

to be embellished with golden crowns, precious stones and
pearls and donated them to his own foundation in the city,
the Philokallou Monastery 441.
Silver or gold-plated silver revetments for icons and crosses
were made in Thessaloniki throughout the Palaeologan era

myrrh. The Flemish traveller Joss van Ghistelle described how
holy oil trickled from a monumental tomb in the Church of
Saint Demetrios and Christians collected it in beautiful glass

(fig. 47), during the second half of the thirteenth century and
up until the first quarter of the fifteenth century 442. Three
groups of revetments can be identified. The first group is
dated to the end of the thirteenth to early fourteenth century. They all have in common high-relief haloes, occasionally
rendered in open-work, and their background is covered with

Fig. 46

Glass vials, Thessaloniki, Hagios Demetrios, fifteenth to sixteenth centu-

ries.

vessels, »proper slasschelins van glase« 434.

Antonaras, Two Venetian Vessels 37-40. - Cat. Athens 2002, 579-580 nos
819, 821 (A. Antonaras).
433 On Venetian imports of angastaria flasks in the city, see Antonaras, Two
Venetian Vessels 37-40. - On a special form of lentoid flask, see Antonaras,
Venetian Glass Pilgrim Vessels, which were dated loosely by the author to
between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, but in fact their dating can
be narrowed down to the sixteenth century. - For a general overview of glass
vessels, see Antonaras, Forms and Uses passim and especially on Palaeologan
vessels 408-422.
434 Papazötos, Merikes plerophories 51-56. - Mentzos, Proskynema 156, mentions
these vessels and links them with a ring-shaped glass omom found in the excavations of the churh, which is clearly an import from the Chaliphates. - Bakirtzis, Le culte de saint Demetrios ä Thessalonique 177, where the continuation
of Saint Demetrios' veneration during the fifteenth century by both Christians
and Muslims is discussed. The vessel presented in fig. 5 is a lenticular omom,
obviously imported from the Arab world, probably from Syria or Palestine.

mining and quarrying in Antiquity, see Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology,

432

On these terms used in Byzantine texts referring to gold mining and gold
miners, see Koukoules, Vios kai politismos, B1, 203-204.
436 Theocharidou, Enkatastase 27-28. - Theocharidou, Orycheio Peristeras 408
(cat. no. 76). - Theodörides, To ktematologio 417. - Papangelos, Agramades
65-66. On the economy of the area of Peristera and the importance of the
mine, see Sampanopoulou, Katalogos 91-92 with all prior bibliography. Actes de Lavra II no. 90 ln. 1-69, no. 108 ln. 167, 179. - Actes de Lavra III no.
130 ln. 13-16, no. 128 ln. 27-30. - Actes de Xeropotamou no. 2 5 ln. 29. - On

437

438
439

440

435
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vol. 7, passim, and on ancient metallurgy and the techniques of refining and
smelting, see Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology, vol. 8, passim. - For a
general overview of mining in Byzantium, see Matschke, Mining 114-120; on
metallurgy and metalworking techniques in Byzantium, see Papathanassiou,
Metallurgy 121-127.
For a short overview of Middle and Late Byzantine jewellery (earrings, bracelets, rings, buckles and buttons) from Thessaloniki and its region, see Antonaras, Middle and Late Byzantine Jewellery passim.
Mentzos, Proskynema 129-140. - Loverdou-Tsigarida, Thessalonique, centre
de production 241-2 54 esp. 244-245.
Bakirtzes, Koutrouvia myrou 523-528. - Byzantine Ampoulae 140-149. - Cat.
Athens 2002, 184-185. - Totev, Ampuli kutruvii 205-216, 411-416. - Bitrakova-Grozdanova, Golem Grad Prespa 95-100, with further bibliography.
On the medallions, see: Wentzel, Zu dem Enkolpion 11-24. - Loverdou-Tsigarida, Thessalonique, centre de production 245-246. - Foskolou, Glass Medallions 51-73.
Radojcic, Ikonen aus Jugoslawien LXI. - Teodosije, Zitije Svetog Save 131. Zivojinovic, O boravcima Svetog Save u Solunu 63-71. - Miljkovic, Zitija 112.
Loverdou-Tsigarida, Ependyseis eikonön 275-391, especially on Thessalonian
workshops 280, 286-289, with all prior bibliography. - On two of them bearing epigrams of Manuel Philes see Talbot, Epigrams in Context 82-83 (Virgin
of Freising and Virgin Hodegetria from Vatopaidi, donation of the sisters Papadopoulina and Arianitissa).

Fig. 47

Icon of Mother of God Hodegetria with metal revetment, Vatopaidi
Monastery, Mount Athos, last quarter of the fourteenth century.

Fig. 48

a continuous »carpet« of decorative motifs supplemented
with enameling. They bear dedicatory inscriptions placed on
the border of the icon, written in capital letters, executed
in champleve supplemented with enameling, mentioning
donors connected with Thessaloniki 443.

decorative technique in jewellery as well, as for instance in
the production of earrings 446 (fig. 48).
Several examples of small bronze Greek crosses with
round, gem-imitation arm-endings found in three different
parts of the city are also considered to be local products 447

The second group can be dated to the late fourteenth
and early fifteenth centuries. Their decoration is executed
in low-relief repousse supplemented with enameling and in
some parts (e. g. haloes and inscriptions on the background)
executed in champleve and enameling in red, dark blue and
green hues444.
The third group of revetments is dated to late fourteenth

(fig. 49). Written sources also shed light on both the type
of jewellery worn by Thessalonians, or at least of the most
precious ones, as well as on their distribution and price. In
1384, when Maria Doblytzene (AoßAuiZnvq) tried to ensure

Bronze earring, Rentina, fourteenth to fifteenth centuries.

her dowry and the marital gifts she received from her late
husband Manuel - an armed horseman of the Regiment of
Thessaloniki who was killed that year by the Turks at Chorti-

ates - a detailed inventory of the household was conducted
and early fifteenth centuries and they are executed in filigranes en ruban. Their surface is covered with a smooth foil
by the ecclesiastical tribunal and is enlightening on what
on which are attached fine, smooth strips that form a web
such a family could possess in Thessaloniki 448. In terms of
of cells which creates mainly geometrical motives 445. 446
Finds
447 *jewellery, seven rings (one with glass inset), earrings, one
from the region of Thessaloniki witness to the use of this
medallion, one brooch, and a pair of what are though to

443

Loverdou-Tsigarida, Ependyseis eikonön 287 and nt. 155.

444 Loverdou-Tsigarida, Mikrotechnia Vatopaidiou 481-482, 488 fig. 29. - Tavlakes / Liakos, Stauros 64-75. - Loverdou-Tsigarida, Ependyseis eikonön 287
and nt. 158-159.
445 Tsigaridas, Phoretes eikones 392-393. - Loverdou-Tsigarida, Ependyseis
eikonön 287 and nt. 160-162.
446 Unpublished earrings found in Late Byzantine graves at the castle of Rentina,
to the east of Thessaloniki, exhibited in the Museum of Byzantine Culture,
Thessaloniki (inv. no. BKo 271/51).
447 At least six identical examples have been found in three different Late Byzantine cemeteries of the city. For a short overview of Middle and Late Byzantine
jewellery from Thessaloniki and its region, see Antonaras, Middle and Late
Byzantine Jewelry 117-126. - For an overview of encolpia excavated from
Late Byzantine cemeteries in Thessaloniki, see Kanonidis, Enkolpia esp. nos

8-10 (five examples which were found in two different cemeteries) are local

products. - A few more examples along with their stone mould have been
recently discovered at the Venizelou Street Metro Station excavation and
are dated to the end of the Middle Byzantine period, see 2000-2010 Apo
to anaskaphiko ergo 234 fig. 11. - Several more examples of these crosses
have been found in central Balkan demonstrating the extended circulation of
Thessalonian finds in this region, namely, one similar example was found in
the excavations of the tenth to twelfth-century cemetery at Trpceva Crkva,
FYROM: Kepeska, Nekolku krstovi 284 pl. I/2. - Eadem, Trpceva Crkva 59-60.
- Furthermore, an example was found in Serbia in medieval Gradac, as part
of a thirteenth-century necklace comprising pearls and amulets mostly dated
to the eleventh century, see Petrovic, Srednjovekovna nekropola na Donickom
brdu 286 fig. 37:2, and Djurovic, Srednjovekovni nakit 45-47 for a detailed
presentation with colour photograph.
448 On the property of the family, see Oikonomides, Properties 176-198. Oikonomides, The Contents 206-207.
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Fig. 49

Three identical bronze crosses, 1 Ippodromiou Street, Late Byzantine period.

be temple pendants are mentioned; and other household
objects are listed, such as fabrics and textiles, furnishing, tableware, icons; all priced in hyperpyra 449. The will of another
Thessalonian, the landowner Theodöros Karabas (d. 1314)
also mentions, among other things, two silver amulets, two
gold rings, two silver rings and a gilded-silver belt as being

under a Western influence and could be dated to the period
of the Latin Kingdom of Thessalonica, or after, a period in
which it has already been assumed that an enamel workshop
was active in Thessaloniki 457.
Written sources shed some light on other facets of the
activities of the city's metalworkers. In 1225 löannes Apo-

in his possesion 450.
The aforementioned techniques used for the revetments
of wooden icons must have been used for the embellishment of book-bindings as well, although not a single example has survived. The metal parts of the decoration of a
fourteenth-century book-binding are preserved, which form
some type of doisonne with metal stripes bent to form the

kaukos, Bishop of Naupaktos, in a letter to the Archbishop
of Thessaloniki, probably Constantine Mesopotamites (12251227), wrote that he had commissioned a silver seal from a
seal maker in Thessaloniki, who was inexperienced and had
engraved Mother of God, the Panhymnetos, turning her face
away from the bishop's titles instead of towards them 458. This
passage offers important information on the continuation of

monogram of Thessaloniki and probably of the writer and
possibly owner of the book, Isidöros Glavas 451. In addition,
several censers452 as well as parts of a polykandelon 453 have

the local production of voulöteria (ßouAuiqpia) in the city in
a period when the use of seals had diminished considerably 459. From paleographical clues, a seal of Eirene Komnene

been ascribed to Thessalonian workshops 454.
The ring of Könstantinos Mastounes in the Hermitage 455,
along with the rings from the Stathatos Collection 456, represent an interesting and rare group of signet rings, probably

Doukaina Palaeologina, dated to the period between 1303
and 1317, is also ascribed to Thessalonian workshops 460

made in Thessaloniki. It seems probable that they were made

mid-fourteenth-century (fig. 51) found in the excavation of

449 Actes de Docheiariou 2 58-265 no. 49. - Oikonomides, The Contents 206207. - For an exemplary work on the type of information Late Byzantine texts
can offer concerning the types, prices, distribution and functions of jewelery in

456

this period, where among the others Doblitzene's act is included, see Parani,
Byzantine Jewellery: The Evidence from Byzantine Legal Documents 186-192.
450 Actes de Chilandar I 208-219 no. 30. - Also, Laiou, Thessalonike, e endochöra
kai o oikonomikos chöros 88.
451 Astruc, Isidore de Thessalonique 272. - Loverdou-Tsigarida, Thessalonique,
centre de production. - Cat. Paris 1992, 471 no. 363 (P. Hoffmann). The matrixes used to stamp on the leather surface of the book-binding geometrical
and floral motives can be ascribed to local artisans as well, since they do not
occur in Constantinopolitan and Cretan contemporary extant bindings.
452

Loverdou-Tsigarida, Thessalonique, centre de production 2 54. - Loverdou-Tsigarida, Mikrotechnia Agiou Orous 353-354 no. 9.27.
453 Todorovic, Nalazi iz stare solunske livnice 91-124 esp. 114-115 and 120,
loosely connecting modern products with Byzantine prototypes.
Kissas, Mesaiönike Thessalonike 32-33. - For a workshop for smelting metal,
dated to the Ottoman period, see Marke, Phötakou 3, 520-521 (cat. no. 60).
455 Kissas, Zlatni pecatni prsten 113-114. - Cat. New York 2004, 44-45 (V. N.
Zalesskaya).

(fig. 50).
A small rectangular and inscribed lead reliquary of the

area of Thessaloniki, are discussed, with some examples among them probably presenting local products.
457 Wessel, Byzantine Enamels 185. - Cat. New York 1997, 498-499 no. 335 (H.
C. Evans).
458 Bees, Unedierte Schriftstücke aus der Kanzlei des Johannes Apokaukos
124:87-92: »'O Aqpqipioq aneiKÖpiae poi Tqv apyupeav a^paytSa' ouk eyAu^n
5e KaX&q q HM£T£pa navupvnToq' opaq; KaTevwTfZeTaf pou Ta ypappaTa Kai to
npöawnov aÜTqp anoaTpe^ei tou pq ß^eneiv en'i Touq T&v niTTaKfwv pou mAouq'
Seov öv eniaTpo^nv npoq Ta ypa^öpeva £x£iv, £k t^p evavTaq SiayAu^nS Te Kai
eniveuaewq« [Demetrios brought me the silver seal. Our All-Hymned (the Virgin Mary) was not carved correctly. You see? She has her back turned to
my letters and her face is turned away so she does not see my titles on my
inscriptions. She should be turned towards the inscriptions, the reverse of the

454
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Bosselmann-Ruickbie, A 13th-century Jewellery Hoard from Thessalonica 219-

232, where a group of gold rings and bracelets, assumed to be found in the

459
460

(present) engraving and inclination of her head]. - For additional comments
on the text see Lampropoulos, löannes Apokaukos 234-236, where the messenger Demetrios is erroneously interpreted as the saint, depicted on the seal.
Leontiades, Molyvdovoulla intro 33-42.
Leontiades, Molyvdovoulla 59-61 no. 8. Letters »A« and »A« are identical to
the peculiar forms that were used by the mint of Thessaloniki.

Fig. 50 Lead seal of Eirene Komnene Doukaina Palaeologina (1303-1317).

Fig. 51 Söteras' Chapel,
enkainion and its reliquary, fourteenth century.

the enkainion (confessio) of the Söteras chapel, but possibly
originally used in another nearby church, can also be considered a local product 461. In addition, locally produced gold
embroidery work can also be assumed to represent the work
of local metalworkers in producing the hundreds of metres
of wire, lamellae and gold and gold-plated silver threads used
in these works of art 462.

tion techniques of the Balkan states' coinage, it has been also
suggested that the moulds for the coins of the Serbian King
Stefan Radovan (1227-1234) were made in Thessaloniki 465.

Stoneworking

Finally, among the other metalworking activities of the
Palaeologan period, the metal alloy and copper coins minted
in Thessaloniki should also be included 463. Silver ingots, called
»of Thessaloniki« (peciae Salonichi), weighing eleven litrae
(pounds) and one ounce, were probably also minted there,
used for uncoined trade, or even for distribution of verified pu-

An unfinished icon of Christ and another with Hosios David
from the early fourteenth century give testament to the activity of a workshop specialising in marble icons in the city, continuing the city's Middle Byzantine tradition 466 (figs 52-53).
A workshop specialising in champleve decoration was
probably established in Thessaloniki in the late thirteenth

rity metal to artisans /jewelers 464. *Apart
*
from the evident influence of Thessalonian minting in the iconography and produc-

or early fourteenth century. Its works - ambos, templa and
sarcophagi - are found throughout Western Greece, Mace-

461

464 According to a document of 1408 (Archivio di Stato di Venezia, Giudici di
Petizion, Sentenza a giustizia, reg. 12, f. 34r), referring to a deal of 1384
where »two pieces«, i. e. silver ingots of Thessaloniki (pecias duas Salonichi),
are mentioned. See Morisson / Ganchou, Lingots de Thessalonique 164-168.
- On the procedure of making and verifying silver and gold ingots in the mint
of Venice at the same period, see Stahl, Zecca 334-336.
465 Touratsoglou, L'atelier monetaire de Thessalonique 185-186.
466 Mentzos, Emiteles anaglypho 262-269. - Tsilipakou, Vyzantines marmarines
eikones 340-344, especially on Hosios David 317-328, and on Christ 340-344.
- Pazaras, Glyptike ste Makedonia 475-476.

Kourkoutidou-Nikolaidou, To enkainio Söteros 205-217. - Kourkoutidou-Nikolaidou, Saviour 42-47. - Velenes, Leipsanotheke-enkainion 257-272.
462 Palaeologan gold embroideries are discussed below.
463 Touratsoglou / Protonotarios, Les emissions de couronnement 68-76. - Bendall, Thessalonican Coinage 105-115. - Bendall/ Donald, The Later Palaeologan Coinage passim. - Bendall, Palaeologan Gold Coins. - Touratsoglou, L'atelier monetaire de Thessalonique. - Protonotarios, John V and Anna of Savoy
in Thessalonica. - Touratsoglou, Ta nomismatika pragmata. - Morrisson, The
Emperor, the Saint, and the City 173-203, with all prior bibliography.
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Fig. 52

Marble icon, Hosios David, thirteenth to fourteenth centuries.

Fig. 53

Unfinished Marble icon, Christ, thirteenth to fourteenth centuries.

donia and Thessaly, indicating that we should consider it to
have been an artistic centre with a wide-ranging influence 467.
The style is characterised by a mainly geometrical and floral
decoration supplemented with birds and imaginary animals,

in Thessaloniki 470; and the early-fourteenth-century templon
of Hagios Nikolaos Orphanos 471 (fig. 54).
A capital with the Palaeologos monogram from Hagios
Demetrios' complex and an epistyle probably associated

representing an Islamic influence on its overall carpet-like
effect 468.
Apart from the prevailing champleve technique, decorative sculptures made with mixed techniques and decorative
themes using earlier motives and ways of rendering them
also appear in Thessaloniki, as in Macedonia in general. Ex-

with it, which is now in the Museum of Byzantine Culture,
originally from a templon or a funeral monument in all
probability, should also be considered to be the work of a
fourteenth century workshop operating in Thessaloniki 472.
Another type of what is probably local work is the marble
reliquary of Saint Demetrios preserved in the Great Lavra

amples of such sculptures include the fourteenth-century
Monastery, which renders the altered, Late Byzantine form
pseudosarcophagus of a certain Michael from Chortiates 469; 470of
471
the* Saint's sarcophagus 473. Furthermore, several Late Byzthe pseudosarcophagus of Manuel Tarchaneiötes Kourtikes
antine inscriptions, mainly funerary ones, are preserved,
made at the end of the fourteenth century which was found
shedding light on other, simpler types of works executed by

467

Pazaras, Reliefs of a Sculpture Workshop 159-182 esp. 162. - Pazaras, Anaglyphes sarkophagoi 165-167. - Pazaras, Glyptike ste Makedonia 476-477.
468 Pazaras, Reliefs of a Sculpture Workshop esp. 160. - Pazaras Glyptike ste
Makedonia 476-479.
469 Pazaras, Glyptike ste Makedonia 479, with earlier bibliography.
470 Kampoure-Vamvoukou, Anaglyphe plaka sarkophagou 90-108.
471 Xyngopoulos, Tessares mikroi naoi 39-40 fig. 21. - Pazaras, Glyptike ste
Makedonia 479.
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472

Tzitzibassi, Palaeologan Monograms 81-97. - Discussed also in Ousterhout,
Byzantium between East and West 153-156.
473 Mentzos, Proskynema 140-150. - Loverdou-Tsigarida, Thessalonique, centre
de production 241-2 54 esp. 244-245.
474 Tsigaridas / Loverdou-Tsigarida, Katalogos 79-85, 91-93, 97-99, 103-107. Unpublished pieces are on display in the permanent exhibition of the Museum
of Byzantine Culture.

Fig. 54

Marble templon of Hagios Nikolaos Orphanos, Late Byzantine period.

local sculptors 474. In addition, it has been suggested that a

saics of the Hagioi Apostoloi, fragments from an anony-

small icon carved in steatite is also a Thessalonian work 475.
Finally, indirect evidence of the presence of marbleworkers or masons in the city is offered by the legal texts and

mous church in the upper town, and two mosaic icons 477
(fig. 55). The two mosaic icons that are stylistically connected
to the art of Thessaloniki further corroborate this hypothesis:

contracts of the period. Here, the word Marmaras is found
as a surname, in addition to evidence of a hierarchical organisation found in references to the chief of the builders
(npuiopa'fCTTopa tüv oiKoSopuv) 476.

the mosaic icon of Saint John Evangelist at Great Lavra in
Mount Athos, connected with the fourteenth-century painting of Thessaloniki, on which a silver revetment has been
added later 478; and the mosaic icon of Saint Demetrios with

Mosaics

a koutrouvion (lead ampoula) on it, now in Sassoferrato,
that has a silver revetment of the Thessalonian type and is
considered to be from Thessaloniki and possibly meant for a
wealthy pilgrim 479.

The presence of a workshop of mosaicists in Thessaloniki,
even if only temporary, can be deduced from the wall mo-

475 Varales, Eikonidio apo steatite 17.
476 A Könstantinos Marmaras is mentioned in a contract of June 1314 (Actes
d'Iviron III 187-189 no. 73 ln. 8) selling houses to Iverön Monastery in the
quarter of Acheiropoietos. - A Geörgios Marmaras, chief of the builders
(npwTopafaTwp twv okoSöpwv), known from other acts as well between
1322 and 1327 (Actes de Chilandar nos 84, 85. - Actes de Zographou no.
2 5), appears as a witness in a contract of March 1326 (Actes d'Iviron III 297301 no. 84 ln. 33), offering an indication for the profession of marbleworkers
and the existence of a corporation or guild of builders in the city. - For an opposite opinion against the assumption that builders were organised in guilds,
see Maniatis, The Domain of Private Guilds in the Byzantine Economy 343 nt.
13.
477 On Hagioi Apostoloi: Xyngopoulos, Psephidöte diakosmese passim. - Mauropoulou-Tsioume, Byzantine Thessaloniki 130-136. - Kyriakoudes, Klassikis-

tiko pneuma 237-238. - Kourkoutidou-Nikolaidou / Mauropoulou-Tsioume / Bakirtzes, Psephidöta Thessalonikes 296-353. - The detached fragments were
found in a rescue excavation at 14-16 Armatolön Street: Cat. Thessaloniki
2005, 5. - On both aforementioned monuments and the phenomenon of
gold glass tesserae spoliation from Hagioi Apostoloi, Rotonda and Hagios
Demetrios, see Bakirtzis / Mastora, Ou sont-elles passees, les tesselles 55-66.
478 Loverdou-Tsigarida, Thessalonique, centre de production 251 fig. 17. Chatzidakis, Une icone en mosaique de Lavra 71-83.
479 Loverdou-Tsigarida, Thessalonique, centre de production 247-248 fig. 7. It is
dated to the second half of the fourteenth century and belonged to Cardinal
Bessarion's secretary Niccolo Perotti, later archbishop of Siponto (1458-1480).
- Cutler, From Loot to Scholarship 253-254, redates it to the middle of the
fifteenth century on the basis of the representation of Perotti's blazon on the
saint's shield.
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Fig. 55 Hagioi Apostoloi, wall mosaic, Entrance into Jerusalem, the Jews,
c. 1310-1314.

Fig. 56

Painting
Artistic workshops were active in Thessaloniki during the
Latin Kingdom of Thessalonica. In the hagiography of Saint

their works. A number of examples survive, attesting to the
work of Eutychios and Michael Astrapas, Geörgios Kallierges,
Manouel Panselenos, and Michael Proeleusis 482.
480 Apart
481 from
wall paintings, Thessalonian painters also produced wooden

Sava, one reads that in 1219 he invited local artists to paint
large icons of Christ and the Virgin at Philokalou Monastery in
Thessaloniki480. During the Palaeologan period, painters from

icons of all sizes and purposes: icons for iconostasis, adorational ones, processional, usually bilateral ones, and smaller
ones for private worship (fig. 47). Notable examples of the

Thessaloniki, apart from their works in the monuments of the
city itself 481 (fig. 56), were also active throughout the Balkans
and especially during the late thirteenth century and into the
first half of the fourteenth century when Thessalonian paint-

icons attributed to Thessalonian painters are the Hodegetria
and the Hospitality of Abraham kept at the Vatopaidi Monastery, but originally from Hagia Sophia in Thessaloniki 483,
two examples with Christos Pantokratör 484' as well as one of

ing culminated. For the first time we see some artists signing

the Annunciation 485. Another icon, that of Saint Demetrios

480

481

482
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Radojcic, Ikonen aus Jugoslawien LXI. - Teodosije, Zitije Svetog Save 131. Miljkovic, Zitija 112. - Saint Sava invited the best painters and asked them to
swiftly paint two »standing« icons, i. e. full-figured ones, of Christ and Virgin
Mary in the vision of the Prophet Daniel; additionally, Saint Sava had both
icons decorated with golden wreaths, precious stones and pearls. - Kissas, A
Sepulchral Monument in Hagia Sophia 39. - Zivojinovic, O boravcima Svetog
Save u Solunu 63-71.
See Mauropoulou-Tsioume, Mnemeiake zögraphike 656-668. - Mauropoulou-Tsioume, Vyzantine Thessalonike 119-169. - Kampoure-Vamvoukou / Papazötos, Palaiologeia zögraphike ste Thessalonike passim. - Kyriakoudes,
Klassikistiko pneuma passim. - Gerstel, Civic and Monastic Influences 22 5239.
Eutychios and Michael Astrapas: Miljkovic-Pepek, Deloto passim. - Kissas,
Solunska umetnicka porodica 35-37. - Miljkovic-Pepek, L'atelier artistique
491-494. - Todic, Signatures des peintres 643-662. - On the presence of
Geörgios Kallierges in Thessaloniki in 1322, see Theocharides, Vyzantinos
zögraphos Kallierges 542-544. - On his work in general, see Pelekanides,
Kallierges passim. - Manouel Panselenos: Xyngopoulos, Manouel Panselenos
passim. - Vasilake, Yperxe Manouel Panselenos 39-54, where the historical
accuracy of the name of the artist is questioned. - Tsigaridas, O kyr Manouel
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Hagios Nikolaos Orphanos, wall painting, Communion of the Apostles,
1310-1320.

Panselenos 2-11. - Tsigaridas, Phoretes eikones ste Makedonia 123-55. - Tsigaridas, Toichographies Agiou Euthymiou passim. - Papangelos, O Thessalonikeus 64-65, where the presence of a painter »Kup MavouqX« is noted as well
as that of a »Kup MiyaqX tov npoeXeuaiv« and of a »Kup Tewpyiov KaXAiepyqv«
in fourteenth-century Thessaloniki, according to the acta of the Mount Athos
monasteries. - Michael Proeleusis: referred to as »gvTipöTaToq Zwypd^oq«, i. e.
most worthy (Actes de Chilandar 46-49), and apparently successful enough
to be able to become the founder of a monastery near Thessaloniki, Magdalino / Darrouzes, Some Additions and Corrections 280-281. - Babic, Mihajlo Proelevsis 59-61. - Generally on the social status of the painter in Late
Byzantine society see Kalopisi-Verti, Painters 139-158. - Kalopise-Verte, Oi
zögraphoi 121-159 esp. 146-159.
483 Tsigaridas, Phoretes eikones 392-393.
484 N. Chatzedake, in Cat. Athens 2000, 192-197 nos. 54-55, both icons originally from Thessaloniki, from Hagios Menas and from Hagia Sophia, respectively.
485 Tsigaridas, Phoretes eikones 392-393. - On the revetment, see Loverdou-Tsi garida, Mikrotechnia Vatopaidiou 497 fig. 331. - For the revetments of all
of them, see Loverdou-Tsigarida, Thessalonique, centre de production 250251.

dated to the thirteenth or fourteenth century, has also been
ascribed a Thessalonian origin. It has also been noted that
the stucco decoration of its background imitates the then
apparently fashionable and more expensive technique of
silver revetment 486.
Next to the aforementioned, highly valued artistic works, a
totally different type of depiction should be added that gives
important realistic information about this period. These are
the late fourteenth century graffiti preserved on the mural
painting of Prophetes Elias church, where several types of
vessels - small boats, oared ships or galleys, and sailing ships
- are rendered, sometimes in detail and quite naturalistically,
offering an insight into the sorts of ships that could be seen
in the harbour of Thessaloniki 487.

Woodworking
It is only natural to assume that apart from ordinary carpenters, there were also wood carvers, covering both secular and
religious needs active in Thessaloniki 488 (fig. 57). No examples
of their work have survived in the city, but it appears that in
the ark of Mount Athos at least two of them are preserved,
namely, a pair of lecterns donated by the Despot Andronikos

Fig. 57

Wooden lecterns from Vatopaidi Monastery, first half of the fifteenth

century.

Palaeologos preserved in Vatopaidi. They illustrate the high
level of Thessalonian craftsmanship 489. They are carved with

Textile Production and Tanning

floral decoration surrounding small plaques bearing, in some
cases on a red or blue background, geometrical patterns,
depictions of the life and hymnography of the Virgin, The
Akathist Hymn, as well as other religious figures and scenes
from the Old Testament.

Although it has long been considered that there was no important local production of fabrics in the city and that what
was found were mainly Italian imports 492 - Italian cloths that
were cut there, then sold retail and / or distributed to western
Greece and the Balkans - it appears that the local manufac-

Indirect evidence of the work of Thessalonian carpenters is
found in the ship graffiti of the Prophetes Elias, dated to the
last quarter of the fourteenth century. Thessaloniki was an

ture of silks, woollens and mixed fabrics indeed existed, even
if it was restricted to medium and low-grade products and
was carried out on a fairly limited scale 493. It is also known

important centre for inter-regional trade with western Greece
and the western Balkans, and a part of the Venetian trading
system. Its port apparently harboured Venetian vessels during
the sailing months of the year 490. Among larger boats, a few

that in the mid-twelfth century many Jewish families in Thessaloniki were engaged in sericulture 494. Local manufacture of
silks, woollens and mixed fabrics did exist, providing threads
and fabrics for the famous gold-embroidered silk fabrics that

single-masted vessels are depicted in contemporary graffiti.
These have been identified as small fishing boats, which, in
all probability, were made by local shipbuilders 491.

are ascribed to the workshops of the city. An example of a
Thessalonian product is mentioned in a letter from the Constantinopolitan Patriarch Gregory of Cyprus (1283-1289) to
his old friend löannes Stavrakios, metropolitan Chartophylax
of Thessaloniki, that he had been waiting two years for a
hat to be woven for him in Thessaloniki - »aKiaSoyetSiov
iaToupyeTaGai« - and that even if he had a head the size of

486 Tsigaridas, Phoretes eikones 375-377 fig. 318. - Loverdou-Tsigarida, Thessalonique, centre de production 251 fig. 18.
487 Babuin / Nakas, Byzantine Ship Graffiti 8-17. - On the extensive use of wooden
vessels in Byzantium and their names see Sarante, Ta vyzantina epitrapezia
skeue 536-541.
488 On references to wood carvers and their tools in Byzantine texts, see Koukoules, Vios kai politismos, B1, 208-209.
489 Nikonanos, Xyloglypta Agiou Orous 296-297. - Nikonanos, Xyloglypta Vatopaidiou 536-546.
490 Laiou / Morrisson, The Byzantine Economy 198, with further bibliography.

491
492
493

Babuin / Nakas, Byzantine Ship Graffiti 11 fig. 8.
Laiou, Thessalonike, e endochöra kai o oikonomikos chöros 188-189, 191.
Jacoby, Foreigners and the Urban Economy 85-132 esp. 107. - Matschke,
Tuchproduktion 47-88 esp. 66-67, 69-76. - For gold-weft and gold-embroidered silk garments (probably Palaeologan) from a grave in Hagia Sophia, see
Xyngopoulos, Tychaia euremata 65-66 fig. 5. - On the hypothesis that the
narthex and the southern ambulatory of the Hagia Sophia were used from the

early tenth century for the burials of Thessaloniki's metropolitans, see Kissas,
A Sepulchral Monument in Hagia Sophia 36.
494 Benjamin of Tudela 64.
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a Cyclops' or a mountain it should have been finished in that
time 495.
Moreover, it is known that substantial transactions took
place in the mid-fourteenth century concerning exports

Dubrovnik 499. Furthermore, it is known that Venetians imported cloth from Thessaloniki to Melenikon 500.
The archaeological evidence could be helpful, as workshops with small cisterns have been located in the city that

of Thessalonian linen cloths and fustian, such as when
Paolo Osbergerio from Chios and the Genoese Domenico
di Saziglia started an enterprise in July of 1349 by buying

could be connected with fabric dyeing processes, unfortunately no firm dating for the findings is possible. Besides,
it should be considered as unlikely that a city of the size

eighteen balls of linen cloth and fustian produced in Thessaloniki - »telas et vellexi de Salonichi« - which were bought
for 2,000 hyperpera and were to be shipped to Peran 496.
Also, in mid-fifteenth century sources, a special Thessalonian

and the historical continuity of Thessaloniki would have no
workshops for producing or dyeing fabrics, even of lower
quality, throughout the Palaeologan period. One workshop
of this kind, has been excavated at the east part of the centre,

type of hat, aKoü^ia GeaaaAoviKa^a, is mentioned. After his
imprisonment at Patras in 1429, Geörgios Sphrantzes received from the then Despot and later Emperor Constantine
XI, several beautiful textiles and a decorated sword, along
with a »aKoü^iav GeaaaAoviKatav peia xpuaoKOKKvou xaaSfou
svSeSupevqv«, a hat from Thessaloniki lined with golden-red
cotton 497. A form of subtle fabric was known to the Ragu-

almost on the Via Regia501, while a second one, also dated
to the Palaeologan period, which has been identified as a
tannery, was excavated very close to the western city walls 502.
The name of only one saddler from Thessaloniki, Nikolaos
Kamoudes, is preserved in a legal document of 1264, without
any further details about his workshop or his products 503.
Tannery products are almost never preserved due to the hu-

sians, even after the sack of the city by the Ottomans, as
Solunschi, i. e. Thessalonian. A Ragusian priest mentioned a
»tovallia de Salonich« in 1348, which was worth 30 grossi;
probably referring to an ecclesiastical-liturgical textile or an
altar cloth 498. In addition, Solunschi is mentioned in the story
of Jakov Radovanovic, a cloth shearer (cimatorpannorum),

mid climate of the region, with the rare exception of a pair
of leather shoes, badly preserved, discovered in one of the
graves under the pavement of the Chapel of Söteras 504. The
leather binding of a fourteenth-century book with impressed
and applied decoration is the second preserved example of
this craft in Palaeologan Thessaloniki 505.

who was going to Kastoria (»ad civitatem dicitur Costur«)
to visit his brother-in-law in July of 1463. He received from a

Gold-Embroidering

Ragusian chancellor »ducatum unum eu uncias decem auri
fillati in canellis XXIII«, a gold ducat and ten ounces of gold
thread in twenty-three canellis (possibly »reels«), which he
was supposed to sell in Kastoria and then invest the proceeds »in pellibus rubeis turcheschis et in tella subtili que

As gold-embroidering activity leaves no other real evidence
than the embroidered fabrics, the aer-epitaphios 506 (dated
c. 1300) that was found in the early twentieth century in

dicitur Solunschi«, i. e. »in red Turkish leathers and in subtle
textiles which are called Thessalonians«, and bring them to

Panagouda's Church presents a magnificent witness to the
activity of a local gold-embroidery workshop in Thessaloniki 507

495

500 Matschke, Commerce 772.
501 Marke / Kommatas, Iasonidou 6, 333 (cat. no. 81).
502 A rescue excavation at 12 Zephyrön Street: Cat. Thessaloniki 2006, 7
(cat. no. 87).
503 With this document the Iverön Monastery gave the selopoios (aeXonoiöq),
saddler Nikolaos Kamoudes and three generations of his inheritors, use of
their dependency of Hagios Klemes in the quarter of Hagios Paramonos in
Thessaloniki for four hyperyra per year provided that he improved substantially

Eustratiades, Gregoriou tou Kypriou epistolai 19-20 letter 82: »To 5e
aKiaSoyefSiov iaioupyeTaÖai ^qq, Kal o Xoyoq epol niaiop' öpwq pexP1 ™oq
niaTÖq npoßqaeiai, Sieifav öAqv iaioupyoüpevov; Ei yap KüKXwnoq, ti Xeyw
KüKXwnoq, ei yap öpouq ei'xopev Ke^aXqv, Kai unepnepiTTeüov öv e^avq tö 5ia
ToaoüTou yivopevov« [The hat, you say, has been woven, and I believe you.

But up to what point will I continue believing you, since for two whole years it
has been in the weaving? Because, if we had the head of Cyclops - why do I
say Cyclops? - if we had the head of a mountain, there would have been time
enough and more for it to be completed]. - Kountoura-Galanake, Iöannes
Staurakios 387.
496 Matschke, Tuchproduktion 70-72. - Jacoby, Foreigners and the Urban Economy 116. - Laiou, the Agrarian Economy 348. - I thank Dr N. Bonovas for his
help with the translation of the German texts.
497

Matschke, Tuchproduktion 69-70. - Sphrantzes, Memorii 38, 19.4-3.
»£$epov pe euepyeafav auToü Tapnapiov SinXöv xapouxäv npaaivov anö
Tqv AoÜKKav a^ioXoyov, peTa Kai npaafvqq T^öxaq Kai KaXqq evSeSupevov [_]
KaßaSi xpepeZ^v xapou^av peTa ßapeou KaTapa^ou evSeSupevov, KoupT^oußaKiv
xapou^av xpuaöv npoüaivov Kai ^WTav npoüaivov Kai anaÖiv eyKeKoapqpevov

[_] aKoü^iav ÖeaaaXoviKafav peTa xpuaoKomvou xaaSfou evSeSupevqv« [they
brought me gifts from him, a notable green double tabarion (cloak) of chamoucha (silk brocade) from Lucca, lined with a fine green felt (...) a kavadi
(a luxurious garment with sleeves) of red chamoucha (silk brocade) with a
katarachon (heavy lining), kourtzovvaki (short trousers) of gold chamoucha
from Prousa (Bursa), and a waistband (or apron?) from Prousa (Bursa), a decorated sword, and a hat from Thessaloniki lined with red-gold chasdio (sturdy
cotton)]. The text has been recently published in Italian with partly different
translation, see Sphrantzae, Chronicon esp. 56-59.
498 Matschke, Tuchproduktion 69-70.
499 Historical Archives in Dubrovnik-HAD, Diversa notariae vol. 47 f. 40. - Krekic,
Notes on Dubrovnik's Relations with the Levant 275.
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the church and the other premises of the dependency. Actes d'Iviron III 103108 no. 60. - The same Kamoudes is also mentioned at 1295 in Actes d'Iviron
III no. 68.
504 Kourkoutidou-Nikolaidou, Saviour 34, 39. - On the work, the tools and products of Byzantine shoemakers, see Koukoules, Vios kai politismos, B1, 214215, and more thoroughly Koukoules, Peri tes ypodeseös 106-127.
505 Astruc, Isidore de Thessalonique 261-272 esp. 267-272.
506 Aer (aqp) is a chalice veil which was used during the Great Entrance and
the preparation of the gifts for the Eucharist on which Holy Communion is
depicted. Epitaphios (eniTa^ioq), a larger veil, on which is depicted the Lamentation, was and stil is used during Holy Week as part of the ceremonies
marking the death and resurrection of Christ. For few weeks after Easter
it is placed on the Holy Table. For a detailed explanation of the use of epitaphios veil and their use in monumental painting, see Gerstel, Beholding
76-77.
507 The basic study on the techniques applied by gold-embroideries is
Chatzemichale, Crhysoklavarika 447-498. - For references in Byzantine texts,
see Koukoules, Vios kai politismos, B1, 209-210, B2, 41-47. - For an overview
on the subject, see Johnstone, The Byzantine Tradition in Church Embroidery
passim, and especially on Late Byzantine clerical vestments and the evolution
and changes that their decoration underwent, see Woodfin, The Embodied
Icon passim.

(fig. 58a-i). Designs of a great artist of the Volume style,
comparable to the art of Michael Astrapas and Eutychios, are
meticulously executed on it by skilful embroiders - the chrysodavarii or chrysostiktes mentioned in the sources - using silver

cials, were involved. A contract of 1320, recording the sale of
houses in the Acheiropoietos quarter from Anna Paximadö to
the Monastery of Iverön, is witnessed by the exarch (s^apxoq)
of the guild of the myrepsoi of Thessaloniki, Theodöros Vrach-

and gold thread, as well as red, blue and green thread on
red silk fabric backed with linen cloth 508. There are few more
extant ecclesiastical embroideries that can be connected with
Thessaloniki, either due to their direct similarity with Thessaloniki's epitaphios 509, or due to the fact that their donors were
from Thessaloniki 510. Furthermore, finds from a Palaeologan
grave in Hagia Sophia where remains of at least three fabrics

nos. The signature of another Thessalonian myrepsos, Theodöros Chalazas, is also found in the same document 514.
508 509 510 511
A perfumery near Hagios Menas, with two display benches
on the pavement, is known from a document issued in July
1400. Sometime before 1396, it was rented by Könstantinos
Samaminthes from the Church (Hypomimneskontos Monastery). He also rented two nearby money-changing tables and

were preserved, offer a glimpse of the precious garments of
the city's aristocracy 511. Finally, an independent gold-embroidery workshop owned by the chrysostiktes (xpuaoamKiriq)
Palates, who worked alongside his fellow-craftsmen, is attested to in written sources in Thessaloniki in the late 1350s.
Among other things, we find mention of his work embellishing the sacerdotal vestment of the local archbishop, the later

was granted the right to unite them with his workshop and
transform them into a single myrepsike provole (pupE^iKq
npoßoXq), i. e. display bench, apparently widening the fagade
of his shop into the street and so improving its status 515.
Thanks to a preserved early-fifteenth-century notebook,
it is also known that the metropolis of Thessaloniki owned
several myrepsika ergasteria in Thessaloniki in 1422, which

canonised (Saint) Gregorios Palamas, with gold 512.

it rented out to a certain Mouzalön. A Constantinopolitan
archön, Sevastos Myrepsos, is mentioned in the same document, but in connection with a banking transaction dated
1426516.

Perfumery and Apothecaries
Myrepsoi (pupeyol), literally craftsmen who made and sold
spices, fragrances and dyes, also acted as apothecaries and
are known to have had their own market in Constantinople

Scribal Activity

selling imported aromatic goods 513. They are also mentioned
in Late Byzantine Thessaloniki as having myrepsika ergasteria
(pupeyiKä spyaaiqpia), perfumaries or apothecaries, and as
being organised in a guild in which even archontes, local offi-

An aspect of classicism that was predominant in Palaeologan
Thessaloniki gave rise to the expansion of scriptoria, which
contributed to the rejuvenescent spirit of the times. Classical,
religious and law texts, and occasionally books in Hebrew,

508

Kondakov, Pamjatniki 206. - Le Tourneau / Millet, Un chef-d'oeuvre 2 59-68.
- Boura, The Epitaphios of Thessaloniki 211-214 figs on p. 215-231. - For
a thorough technical examination of the epitaphios and its contemporary
embroidered silks, see Muthesius, The Thessaloniki Epitaphios 175-206. - For
a detailed description of this object and a colour illustration of it, see Cat.
Athens 2013, 155-157 no. 74 (A. Antonaras).
509 For a podea (noSea), i. e. apron, an embroidered cloth hung under an icon,
from Chilandar that bears identical motives with the epitaphios, see Bogdano-

supposed miracle can be placed sometime between the summer of 1355 and
November of 1359, Tsames, Philotheou erga 553. - For a thorough overview
of the prelatical vestments represented in monumental paintings, see Gerstel,
Beholding 25-29.
513 Book of Eparch 41-43 chap. 10. - Book of Eparch, Koder 110-112.
514 Matschke, Commerce 777. - Dölger, Aus den Schatzkammern no. 111, published also in Actes d'Iviron III no. 78 ln. 30-31. - For a contrary opinion on the
existence of guilds in the Palaeologan period and in other than Constantino-

vic / Djuric / Medakovic, Hilandar 124.
For an aer-epitaphios from Vatopaidi, donation of the emperor John VI Kantakouzenos see, Theochare, Amphia 420-424 figs 356-357. - For examples
from Virgin Perivleptos (Saint Clement), Ochrid see: 1. For an epitaphios, donation of Andronikos II Palaeologos: Millet, Broderies religieuses 90. - Rousseva, National Museum of History 139 no. 140. 2. - For a podea with Crucifixion: Bojtscheva, Ein Kunstwerk 8-15. - For a general overview on that matter,
see Loverdou-Tsigarida, Thessalonique, centre de production 252-253.
Xyngopoulos, Tychaia euremata 65-66 fig. 5. In a grave in the floor of the
rectangular room south of the church's apse. The first fabric was a very fine
purple one with interwoven golden motives, the second was thicker fabric
also gold-weft with cross-shaped motives, and the third, probably an external
one, purple with embroidered golden lamellae creating rows of composite
cross-shaped motives and medallions.

ple cities, see Maniatis, The Domain of Private Guilds in the Byzantine Economy passim and esp. 359, where is assumed that exarchos (^^apxoq) »was
probably the prolocutor of a group of trades who had formed an informal association or was a local government inspector«. On myrepsoi, see Koukoules,
Eustathiou laographika 400, with reference to the prohibition to Christians to
hand over to myrepsoi parchments of the Holy Bible for destruction, according to the 68th canon of the Council in Troullos, and more generally on their
profession in 417-418. - On cosmetics and perfumes in Antiquity, see Forbes,
Studies in Ancient Technology, vol. 3, 1-50. - Also, Koukoules, Vios kai politismos, B1, 205-207, where all ancient and medieval Greek references on this
profession are gathered. - For an overview in English, see Kazdahn, Perfumes
and Unguents 1627-1628. - For an overview in the context of professionals in
Late Byzantine Constantinople where myrepsoi are mentioned to be scattered
in different parts of the city, see Oikonomides, Hommes d'affaires 102, 111,
114-122. - For Thessalonian archontes and their involvement in trade and
crafts see Necipoglu, The Aristocracy in Late Byzantine Thessalonike passim
and esp. 147-151, and Necipoglu, Byzantium between the Ottomans and the
Latins 80-82.
515 Miklosich / Müller, Acta et diplomata, vol. 2, 526-527 no. 664, a patriarchal
confirmation of the pact of emphyteusis. The agreement can be dated before
1396, the year of Archbishop Isidoros Glavas' death, who had signed the
original contract, according to the noted patriarchal confirmation. - Also,
Matschke, The Late Byzantine Urban Economy 482 nt. 75, where it is referred
as Miklosich / Müller, Acta et diplomata, vol. 2, 516, no. 666.
516 Kugeas, Notizbuch 148-149. - Laiou, The Agrarian Economy 352. The archön
was situated in Constantinople.

510

511

512

Matschke, Tuchproduktion 76-79. - Tsames, Philotheou erga 556 §108:1-5:
»Ävqp nq, naXaiqq Tqv KXqaiv, tov Tponov enieiKqq, xpuaoamTqq Tqv Teyvqv,
Xpuaw Tqv KaivoupyqÖeTaav iepamqv aToXqv EneKaXXwniZe tu peyaXw, ö 5q
Kal npo^aaiv waavel Tqq npoq ekeTvov eniSqpfaq Kal Tqq pEXXouaqq EÜEpyEafaq o
pEyaq nEnoiqpävoq, aÜTÖKXqToq E^faTaTai tu oTkw ekeIvou auv yE ToTq opoTExvoiq
spyaZopEvou^« [A good man, Palates by name and a gold-embroiderer by
profession, was decorating the renovated prelatic vestment of the saint with
gold, which was like a pretext for the saint's visit and future benefaction,
as he (the saint) went self-invited to Palates' house, where he was working
with his fellow-craftsmen]. The Saint went to the house of gold-embroider
Palates where he was working with his co-workers renewing saint's prelatical
vestment with gold, and there he miraculously cured Palates' young son. The
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were copied and illuminated in the city by several copyists
working in different scriptoria 517. Scholars involved in writing
and copying books were Demetrios Triklinios (Thessaloniki 1280-c. 1340) 518, löannes Pediasimos Pothos 519, Thömas

of Göttingen (12 9 0) 530 and the Pantokratör Monastery Cod.
47 (1301-1302) 531.
In addition to Thessaloniki's Christian scribes, a Jewish
scribe called Adoniyah, son of Abba Kalomiti, was active in

Magistros (early fourteenth century)520, löannes Katrares and
löannes Asrtapas of the well-known family of painters 521. It
has been also suggested that in the middle of the fourteenth

1329. Another Jew, from Toledo, called »The Spaniard«, was
in the city between 1401 and 1404, and is known to have
copied a manuscript in 1403 532.

century there existed a scriptorium for legal texts in the city,
which was possibly established by Armenopoulos himself 522.
In addition, charts or maps were drawn in the city, presumably requiring the skills of experienced cartographers 523.

A different and otherwise more difficult to detect use of
parchments is found in sorcery. Here the evidence is indirectly
preserved in the late-thirteenth-century speech of löannes
Stavrakios on the miracles of Saint Demetrios. On the mira-

Generally speaking, there was a considerable growth in
the copying of religious manuscripts intended for the libraries
of major Macedonian monasteries; as well as for smaller monasteries in Thessaloniki, to which manuscripts were donated
by rich, pious patrons 524. Thessaloniki in the late thirteenth
century was an important centre of book reproduction, producing copies of religious and secular works to order for

culous healing of the Eparch Mari(ni)anos, a derma (Seppa),
»parchment«, is mentioned on which the names and forms
of gods, circles and semicircles were inscribed, which was
considered to have the power to heal the Eparch by placing
it on his neck 533.
Where scriptoria were present, one can assume that
bookbinding was not far away in Late Byzantine Thessalon-

Constantinopolitan scholars, such as Nikephoros Choumnos,
Nikephoros Gregoras and Geörgios Kyprios. Kyprios even
ordered a copy of the works of Plato from löannes Kavasilas, a well-known manuscript copyist in Thessaloniki 525. Theodöros Hagiopetrites is perhaps the most well-known scribe
and miniaturist of religious manuscripts, with signed works

iki. However, original bindings are seldom preserved. One
notable example is the late-fourteenth-century cover of a
fourteenth-century manuscript of the Homilies of Isidoros
Glavas (Par. gr. 1192). It is decorated with impressed designs
and bronze central monograms formed with some form of
champleve and rosette-like corner bolts. The motifs used for

from 1277 to 1 3 0 8 526. His daughter Eirene 527, the monk
Theodosius and Leo also worked in his studio 528. Theodosios,

its impressed decoration - mainly geometrical and floral, but
also including figures of real and mythical animals - are not

as it appears, was also a miniaturist, and so we should also
include him among the painters of Thessaloniki529. Hagiopetrites co-operated with two other, anonymous artists who
executed miniature portraits of the evangelists in the gospels

found among the surviving Constantinopolitan and Cretan
examples and might, therefore, indicate the originality of
this Thessalonian workshop and point to its own traditions
and style 534.

517

my geographical table informs me]. - Könstantakopoulou, Vyzantine Thessalonike 175, 208.
524 Katsaros, Grammata kai pneumatike zöe 328.
525 Könstantinides, Aparches pneumatikes akmes 141, 147-148. - Kyriakoudes,
Klassikistiko pneuma 22 5. - Eustratiades, Gregoriou tou Kypriou epistolai
5-48. - Kountoura-Galanake, löannes Staurakios 383-384, on several letters
of Patriarch Gregory of Cyprus (1283-1989) to his old friend löannes Staurakios, Metropolitan Chartophylax of Thessaloniki, which are preserved. Staurakios intermediated for the copying of the Constantinopolitan manuscript
with Plato's works that Gregory shipped to him, and whose copying was
much delayed and badly executed, probably by Kavasilas.

For an overview on cultural life and intellectuals in Palaeologan Thessaloniki,
see Kyriakoudes, Klassikistiko pneuma passim. - Malamut, Cinquante ans ä
Thessalonique 289-294.
518 Könstantakopoulou, Vyzantine Thessalonike 140. - Katsaros, Grammata kai
pneumatike zöe 327. - One of his books, written by the »best copyist of
Thessaloniki«, löannes Astrapas, according to Triklinios himself, is preserved
bearing the title, probably not original, »nepl tou evTöq t qq aeXqvqq oppwpevou
peAavoq«, and it appears that he conducted systematic experiments with a
large mirror. The same treatise was supplemented with drawings of the surface of the moon on which light-coloured was the reflection of the land areas
and black the reflection of the seas, executed by Astrapas, offering another
indication of the maps and other illustrative elements a Thessalonian codex
could include. For the treatise, see Wasserstein, An Unpublished Treatise 153174. - On Astrapas, see Kissas, Solunska umetnicka porodica Astrapa 37-39.
519 Könstantakopoulou, Vyzantine Thessalonike 141 nt. 2.
520 Katsaros, Grammata kai pneumatike zöe 326.
521 Kyriakoudes, Klassikistiko pneuma 233, with thorough bibliography.
522 Medvedev, Yperche ste Thessalonike ena ergasterio 215, 219.
523 As it can be suggested by the case of Maximos Planoudes (1260-1310) who
was known to possess a geögraphicon pinakion (yewYpa^iKöv nivdKiov), a
map of the city, the most hospitable among the cities of the Roman Empire, which he consulted in order to understand the favourable site where
the city was founded, in respect to the winds, the ground and the sea, and
the direction of the north winds. Planudis, Epistulae, 110, ep. 136:60-66.
»noAAo'i pev ouv ^aaf poi Tqv ©eaaaAfaq pqTponoAiv apefvw naaqq Tqq 'Pwpafwv
dpxqq £nqAuv dvSpav Se^aaÖai Kal npöq ÜYefav peTaKoapqaai Ka'i pqKET' aÜTW
auYXwP£fv elvai töv ßfov dßfwTov. Kal Ydp Kai depwv eu £^eiv Ka'i YHS Ka'i ÖaAaTTqq
ev dpfaTW iSpüaÖar Ka' pevToi Ka' ßoppav Ka' dpKTOuq dana^eaÖai noppwÖev, ßq
nou poi Ka' Tö Ye^Ypa^iKÖv ü^nyefTai nivaKiov« [many people tell me that the
metropolis of Thessaly is the finest city in the entire Roman state as regards
receiving a man coming from abroad, to restore his health and not allow his
life to become unlivable. For it has good air, and was founded on the best of
land and sea. And indeed, (they say) that it embraces the north from afar, as
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526
527
528
529

Lamberz, Nea Stoicheia 85-106.
Nelson, Theodore Hagiopetrites 79, 122-123.
Nelson, Theodore Hagiopetrites 86-94, 114-115, 117, 124.
Illuminations of the Evangelists Mark, Luke and John of the Gospel gr. I,20

530

(Biblioteca Marciana, dated to 1302) rendered in the voluminous style are
ascribed to him, see Nelson, Theodore Hagiopetrites 112-115.
Nelson, Theodore Hagiopetrites 101-105 pl. 56-59.

531
532

Pelekanides et al., Thesauroi Agiou Orous 128-133, 263-265.
Jacoby, Foreigners and the Urban Economy 124.

533

löakeim Iveritou, löannou Staurakiou logos 340:32-35: »pepßpavq 5e qv [...]
ovopaTa Öe&v Kai kükXwv nepiYpa^a' Ka' qpiKÜxAia Ka' axnpdTwv xapaKTqpeq
navToSan&v Ka' eiSwAwv Tünoi ünep^ueTq tq peßpavp KexdpaKTai.« [and there
was a parchment (...) names of gods and shapes of circles and semicircles and
shapes of all kinds and forms of very large idols were inscribed on the parch-

ment]. On Staurakios see, Kountoura-Galanake, löannes Staurakios passim.
- Kaltsogianne / Kotzampasse / Paraskeuopoulou, E Thessalonike ste Vyzantine
logotechnia 144-146.
534 Astruc, lsidore de Thessalonique 261-272 esp. 267-272. - On bookbinding
in northern Greece and Mount Athos in Palaeologan period, see Irigoin, Un
groupe de reliure 273-285. l wish to thank Dr D. Keller of the Altertumswissenschaften Bibliothek, Basel University, for providing me with copies of these
two articles. - Also, see Cat. Paris 1992, 471 no. 363 (P. Hoffmann).

b
Fig. 58

Gold-embroidered aer-epitaphios, c. 1300: a complete. - b detail with the Communion.
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c

d
Fig. 58
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(continued) Gold-embroidered aer-epitaphios, c. 1300: c detail with the Christ-amnos. - d underside of the detail with the Christ-amnos.
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f
Fig. 58 (continued) Gold-embroidered aer-epitaphios, c. 1300: e detail from the Communion of the Bread. - f underside of the detail
from the Communion of the Bread.
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g

h
Fig. 58
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(continued) Gold-embroidered aer-epitaphios, c. 1300: g underside of the detail with Mathew and a Cherub.
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h detail with Mathew and a Cherub.

Fig. 58

(continued) Gold-embroidered aer-epitaphios, c. 1300: i detail of an inscription.
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